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Abstract
Sensor image repositories are becoming the fastest growing archives of
spatio-temporal information and they are only projected to grow through
the twenty-ﬁrst century. This continuous data ﬂow leads to large time-series
and accordingly, geoscientists are often confronted with a large amount of
data that need to be explored, after which the phenomena that are observed
in the time-series must be understood and modelled.
In this study, a new approach to visual exploration of time-series of sensor
data is proposed. The approach describes exploration as a process where
attention, memory, graphics and behaviour of the represented phenomena
interrelate. It outlines the framework of how graphics can assist memory
and attention by representing image features and their evolution. The
main role of graphics in data exploration is to facilitate memorization and
to guide visual search in the sensor data. Reasons why the current graphics
fall short in supporting the exploration process are also outlined. These
are related to insuﬃcient support for re-presentation of image features.
The review is further supported by case studies of remote sensing data
exploration where the users are primarily interested in identifying, tracing
and perceiving the evolution of two highly dynamic image features, namely
rip channels and convective clouds.
Because geoscientists are primarily interested in image features, a workable
solution is to focus on just those features – that is to automatically extract
and track them. For that purpose, the feature extraction and tracking
algorithms used in computer vision, image processing and scientiﬁc visualization are reviewed and a post-processing tracking approach based on the
overlap measure is adopted. Computational preprocessing is, amongst others, used to generate the quantitative attributes of objects. The attributes
of image features are emphasized in the visualizations with rich graphical
and interactive exploratory functionality.
Further, a research prototype - a multiple-view exploratory environment
vii

based on the Space-Time Cube metaphor was developed. The four views
of the prototype are linked and enable object brushing and view manipulation. Dynamic linking enables progressive knowledge construction because
users can easily switch between spatial, attribute and temporal–oriented
feature analysis. With the interactivity, the users are supported to search
for features of interest, sieve them to further reduce the complexity, and
focus their attention on the selected objects. In particular, exploration of
the essence of the object’s evolution and history were supported. It was
important, however, to verify the concepts by user testing.
Series of user test were conducted involving expert and novice participants.
Two exploratory tools were tested: ‘typical’ animation and the research
prototype developed during this study. The two case studies described
earlier were used with a similar set of exploratory questions. The test
participants provided faster and more complete and accurate answers using
the prototype than the animation. They were also more satisﬁed with the
prototype than with the animation when answering these questions. Thus
overall, the test results supported the initial hypothesis – that representing
image features and their evolution assist users in exploring the time-series
of sensor data.
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Samenvatting
Opslagdepots van satellietgegevens zijn de snelst groeiende archieven van
ruimtelijk -temporele gegevens aan het worden, en de verwachting is dat
deze alleen maar blijven groeien. Deze ononderbroken gegevensstroom leidt
tot lange tijdreeksen, die er toe leiden dat aardwetenschappers geconfronteerd worden met een grote hoeveelheid gegevens die onderzocht moeten
worden, waarna alle waargenomen fenomenen uit de tijdseries begrepen en
gemodelleerd moeten worden.
In deze studie wordt een nieuwe benadering voorgesteld voor een visuele
exploratie van tijdreeksen van sensorgegevens. Deze benadering gaat er
van uit dat exploratie een proces is waarin aandacht, geheugen, de graphics en het gedrag van de fenomenen met elkaar in verband staan. Het
schetst een kader van hoe de graphics het geheugen en de aandacht kunnen bijstaan door beeldeigenschappen en hun evolutie te vertegenwoordigen. De belangrijkste rol van graphics in gegevensexploratie is dat zij de
gebruiker bijstaan in het herinneren van objecten, en daarmee de visuele
zoektocht binnen de sensorgegevens vergemakkelijken. De redenen waarom
de huidige graphics te kort schieten in de visuele exploratie worden ook
beschreven. Deze zijn namelijk ontoereikend voor de juiste vertegenwoordiging van beeldeigenschappen. De nieuwe aanpak wordt gesteund door
twee praktijkstudies waarbij gebruikers van tijdreeksen van satellietbeelden
geı̈nteresseerd zijn in het identiﬁceren, traceren en het waarnemen van de
verandering van twee dynamische fenomenen, namelijk muistromen en convectieve wolken.
Omdat aardwetenschappers hoofdzakelijk geı̈nteresseerd zijn in beeldobjecten, is het belangrijk juist op die eigenschappen de nadruk te leggen namelijk door de objecten automatisch te onttrekken aan het beeld en hen
te traceren door de tijd. Hiertoe zijn algoritmen bestudeerd die al gebruikt
worden binnen wetenschapstakken als computervisie, beeldverwerking en
wetenschappelijke visualisatie. Hierop gebaseerd is een aanpak ontwikkeld
ix

die gebruik maakt van de ‘overlappingsmethode’. De beelden worden onder
meer voorbewerkt om kwantitatieve attributen van de objecten te genereren. De attributen van de beeldobjecten worden gevisualiseerd met behulp
van een uitgebreide graﬁsche en interactieve oriënterende technieken.
Vervolgens is een onderzoeksprototype met meerdere visualisaties in één
werkomgeving ontwikkeld dat is gebaseerd op de Ruimte - Tijd Kubus
(Space - Time cube). De vier visualisaties zijn met elkaar verbonden, en
één bepaald object in een beeld kan geselecteerd en gemanipuleerd worden in elk van de visualisaties. Het feit dat de visualisaties met elkaar
verbonden zijn leidt tot sneller begrip van de beelden, omdat gebruikers
gemakkelijk kunnen schakelen tussen ruimtelijke, temporele en attributen
analyse. Deze interactiviteit helpt de gebruikers bij hun onderzoek doordat het mogelijk is de minder belangrijke beeldkenmerken er uit te ﬁlteren,
en alle aandacht gericht kan worden op de voor de gebruiker belangrijkste
kenmerken. Vooral het verloop en de verandering van een object in de tijd
kon duidelijk worden waargenomen. Het concept moest echter nog wel in
de praktijk getoetst worden.
Een aantal gebruikerstests werd uitgevoerd door mensen met en zonder
ervaring in het werken met dit soort gegevens. Er werden twee tests uitgevoerd, één met een ‘normale’ animatie, en één met het in deze studie ontwikkelde prototype. Beide praktijkstudies die eerder genoemd zijn werden
gebruikt, waarbij gelijke vragen gesteld werden over beide studies. Wanneer
het prototype gebruikt werd, gaven de testdeelnemers snellere, completere
en nauwkeuriger antwoorden dan als zij de animatie gebruikten. Ze waren
ook tevredener als zij met het prototype werkten. De testresultaten bevestigden dus dat een duidelijke weergave van beeldobjecten en hun evolutie
door de tijd gebruikers helpt bij het analyseren van tijdreeksen van sensor
gegevens.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
We drive into the future using only our rear view mirror.
(Herbert) Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980)

1.1

Background

Digital sensors are widely used pieces of equipment in research and management, particularly in spatially related disciplines. Examples include use
of cameras, satellite and airborne sensors, pods in a sensor web, and so on.
Their popularity is driven both by the demand of research and management
communities for timely available spatial information and by technological
advances in acquiring, processing and transmitting the digital sensor data.
Research and management requires remote sensing data for understanding
the spatial dynamics and gaining insights into processes and relationships
(Blok, 2000). Insights may enable the users (scientists and decision makers), to model, predict, warn or act in case of undesired developments, like
hazards or environmental impacts. Technological drivers of sensor popularity include increasing resolution and cost eﬃciency of remotely sensed
data, growing the number of operational sensor networks, increasing ubiquitous connectivity throughout society (wireless connections and Internet)
and expanding storage and processing capacities of modern computers.
As a result, sensor image repositories are becoming the fastest growing
1
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archives of spatio-temporal information that is only projected to grow
through the twenty-ﬁrst century. This continuous data ﬂow leads to large
time-series and accordingly, the users in research and management communities are often confronted with a vast amount of data that needs to be
explored and the phenomena (present in time-series) to be understood and
modelled.
To understand, humans commonly rely on vision. We acquire more information through vision than through all of the other senses combined. At higher
levels of processing, perception and cognition are closely interrelated, which
is why the words understanding and seeing are often synonymous (Ware,
2004). Visualization is the process that transforms numerical data into visual representations for human understanding. This visual representations
of data can be used primarily for two purposes: a) to search for meaningful
patterns and then examine them once they’re found to gain understanding;
b) to communicate meaningful ﬁndings. Gaining new insights into the data
using visual representations is the process called visual exploration. Visual
exploration involving spatial or geographically referenced data is the main
subject of geographic visualization. To date, the GIS community has mainly
focused on the communication of ﬁndings, and it is only recently, since the
establishment of the ICA Commission on Visualization in 1995 (GeoVisualization, 2007), that we are beginning to recognize the rich opportunities of
visual discovery and analysis. This thesis mainly focuses on the explorative
purpose of geographic visualizations involving time-series of sensor data.
Geographic visualization enables the researcher to observe the numerical
sensor data and explore them: to search for spatial and temporal patterns
and relationships in the dynamics of those patterns. The new insights may
lead to better models or to changes in the model parameters, after which
the whole process of modelling, simulation, visualization, and analysis is
repeated (Reinders et al., 2001). Therefore, the visual exploration is, on
one hand, a task-driven iterative process and should only be seen in relation
to the speciﬁc mission.
On the other hand, the visual exploration also relates to the whole reasoning process and should obey underlying cognitive and perceptual principles.
Numerical data are a low-level representation of natural phenomena, and
are often hard to interpret directly. Visual representation transforms numerical data into higher level abstractions that are easier to perceive. This
abstract representation helps the user to investigate the evolution of dy2
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namic phenomena in time-series of sensor data and recognize stages in this
evolution for further understanding and modelling.
In the exploratory environment, both aspects are realized through the user’s
interaction with spatial data so that visual representation of the data can
be changed and manipulated by the users as they proceed to work with it.
This interaction is very important as it allows for constant redeﬁnition of
goals when new insight into the data has been gained (Card et al., 1999).
The interaction takes place in computers. So, visual representations also
serve as the highest bandwidth channel from computer, where the data is
manipulated and displayed, to the human and interactive visualizations are
increasingly the interface between the two (Ware, 2004). Computers can
treat and display large amounts of data much faster than humans, while
humans are able to recognize objects and visually explore data much more
eﬀectively than computers. Combining human perceptual skills and computer eﬃciency can lead to faster and more eﬃcient knowledge discovery.
Therefore, improving the interactive visualization can substantially increase
the performance of the entire system.
While the processing power and storage capacity of modern computers is
constantly growing, the human perceptual system has its limits. Evidence
suggests that current geographic visualizations often overwhelm the users
and therefore lack the necessary functionality for exploring the time-series
of sensor data. Currently, there are three main types of visual representations for exploring the time-series of remote sensing images: a single static
map/image, a series of static maps, and animations (Kraak, 2000). A single
map represents a snapshot in time and taken together, several maps make
up an event. The number of images in single and series of static maps is
limited to 2–12 maps, so called small multiples (Tufte, 1983).
It is widely recognized that static maps are limited to a few time snapshots
(MacEachren, 1995, Koussoullakou and Kraak, 1992, Kraak, 2000, Blok,
2005). This limitation is due to the available screen space and due to
the complexity of the underlying dynamic phenomenon. As a result, it is
hard to use static maps for longer time series since visual representation
and interaction is limited to a few time slices. Therefore, animations with
video-type interactions are often the only means to visually explore large
time series of sensor images.

3
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So far, the research in evaluation of animated images for supporting exploratory and learning activities has yielded mixed results. Along with
the positive outcomes, various authors claim that animations are “fugitive”, subjective, diﬃcult to perceive, they overload the users with rapid
sequence of changes (Monmonier, 1992, Morrison et al., 2000, Folk et al.,
2002, Peterson et al., 2002, Lowe, 1999, Fabrikant and Goldsberry, 2005,
Blok, 2005). This indicates that animations are not always an eﬀective
visual exploratory medium for time-series of sensor data where the eﬀectiveness is considered in terms of possibility to readily perceive patterns
and to extract relevant information from animated representations. Since
the eﬀectiveness of animation depends on many factors, such as data characteristics, animation design and aspects of use (Blok, 2005), important
research questions remain:
• Why and when are the current visualizations not an eﬀective exploratory medium for time-series of sensor data?
• What interactive and visual functionality is needed for exploring the
time-series of sensor images?
• What role should computational support play in providing those functionalities?
• How to incorporate the needed functionality that would make the
patterns readily perceived and cognition ampliﬁed or in other words,
that would make the visualization more eﬀective?
The aim of this thesis is to essentially improve the visual interaction between remotely sensed images and the users (geoscientists) that have a need
to explore the time-series of sensor data. Since the medium for storing, manipulating and displaying images is a computer, the aim is also to indicate
ways of combining both human and machine strengths into the interaction
process. Therefore the visual approach does not stand alone: it should
be seen in relation to the applications and to the whole geospatial data
handling process: visualization needs domain speciﬁc methods to process
data, environments to structure and store the information and techniques
to query and retrieve the information for further understanding and display.
This research contributes to this.
4
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1.2

Research prototype

Discussion of various visualization issues would not be possible without actually implementing and testing them. A prototype is a part of the research
output with the objective to provide most of the interactive and visual functionality discussed later on in the thesis. The readers are encouraged to try
the prototype and send their comments and views to the author.

1.3

Thesis outline

This thesis is partly based on a series of papers. According to the main
objective and research questions, the thesis has been structured into ﬁve
main chapters:
• Chapter 2 outlines the framework of the visual exploration process in
application to the time-series of sensor data; describes relations between graphics, memory and dynamic spatial phenomena; introduces
case studies and users by giving examples of their visual exploratory
tasks; reviews current visualization tools and whether they meet the
exploratory needs of users.
• Chapter 3 reviews methods that computationally support the exploratory tasks; discusses issues related to the implementation of the
extraction and tracking algorithms to the time-series of sensor data.
• Chapter 4 deﬁnes the requirements and functionality of visual exploratory environment; combines these requirements with the results
of computational phase during the design stage of the research prototype.
• Chapter 5 evaluates the approach using the prototype – ﬁnds whether
the tested persons were able to perform exploration of the sensor data
faster, more accurate and more satisfying with the prototype than
using a conventional visualization.
• Finally, Chapter 6 synthesizes the ﬁndings of the thesis and recommends points for any further research.
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Chapter 2

Visually exploring the
time-series of sensor data
∗

There are two doors to learning: memorization and understanding.
Unless one has entered the ﬁrst door, they can not pass through the second.
Arab proverb

“When we create a mental picture, speak of the mind’s eye, say ‘I see’
to indicate understanding, or use many other vision-based metaphors, we
are expressing the innate connection among vision, visualization, and our
reasoning processes” (Thomas and Cook, 2005). This chapter describes
mechanisms of such a connection when researchers are exploring the timeseries of remote sensing data.
Exploration is an iterative process. An analyst exploring remote sensing
data looks for shapes, patterns and structures in the datasets. Such analysis
is easier if data are presented in graphical form – i.e, visually. Numerical
data are a low-level representation of phenomena, and are often hard to
∗

This chapter is based on Ulanbek D. Turdukulov, Connie A. Blok, Menno-Jan Kraak
A framework for visual exploration of sensor data – towards feature-based representations,
International Journal of Geographical Information Science, (in progress).
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interpret directly. Visualization is the process that transforms numerical
data into a visual representation that is much easier to understand for
humans. Gaining new insights into the data using visual representations is
the process called visual exploration (Card et al., 1999).
Gaining insights is a learning process where attention, memory and graphics
play an important role. One of the fundamental ways in which visualizations support thinking and exploration is by extending memory (Bertin,
1983, Ware, 2004). Memory extension comes from the way:
• how properties of the displayed pattern (location, size, shape, value,
colour, etc.) can be rapidly retained in the memory. This is considered bottom–up mechanism because the critical information being
perceived (MacEachren, 1995, Lloyd, 2005);
• how quick graphics evoke non-visual information and cause it to be
loaded into working memory. This would be considered as a top–down
mechanism because critical information directing attention is coming
from the image-reader’s memory (MacEachren, 1995, Lloyd, 2005).
The border between these two mechanisms is often a blur and besides,
depends on the behaviour of the dynamic phenomena and processing level
of the sensor data being visualized.
This chapter discusses the relationship between graphics and memory during the exploration of time-series of sensor data. The overall aim of the
chapter is to outline a framework of using graphics during the exploration,
and identify missing links in the present visualization process.

2.1

Bottom-up mechanism: Bertin’s framework

According to the retaining role of memory, Bertin (1983) deﬁned three main
functions of graphics: inventory – when graphics is an external storage
that replaces human memory; processing – when information is still comprehensive but graphics becomes ‘processed’ for easier memorization and
comparison; and message – when graphics becomes a form that inscribed
in human memory (Figure 2.1). To understand the graphical information
8
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is to memorize one or several images; it is obvious that for given information, memorization will be more diﬃcult as the number of images increases
(Bertin, 1983).

Figure 2.1: The functions of graphical representation form a sequence, deﬁned by
the role of memory and tending towards simpliﬁcation. Modiﬁed from Bertin (1983),
p.166

The condition of memorization is linked to the data characteristics to be explored. From the data characteristics point of view, Bertin deﬁned possible
information needs of the analysts based on ‘question types’ and ‘reading
levels’ (Andrienko et al., 2003a). The notion of question types refers to
number of components present in the data. For example, a data set with
share prices by days contains two components, date and price. Questions
can be related to each component, e.g.:
• On a given date what is the price of share X?
• For a given price, on what date(s) it was attained?
For each type of question, according to Bertin, there are three levels of reading: elementary, intermediate and overall, corresponding to the three levels
of memorization. The level of reading indicates whether a question refers
to a single element, a group of element or to the whole phenomenon characterized by all elements together (Figure 2.2). Consequently, any question
can be deﬁned by its data component and reading level.
An eﬃcient graphic is the one that provide access to all reading (memorization) levels of all data components and at the same time utilizes the
minimum number of images, indicating a good capacity for retention. Example of how original data has been processed in order to provide reading
on all levels is illustrated on Figure 2.3.
9
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Figure 2.2: Levels of reading: the elementary level (left), the intermediate level (middle) and the overall level (right). After Bertin (1983), p.166.
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Figure 2.3: Arriving at a simple graphic representation without changing correspondences: new order is discovered by permutating several columns A, B, C, then several
rows l,m,n up to maximum simpliﬁcation. After Bertin (1983), p.196.

Bertin limited his framework to static and non-interactive displays. With
temporal dimension added to static maps Koussoullakou and Kraak (1992)
demonstrated that the notion of reading levels can be independently applied
to the spatial and to the temporal dimensions of spatio-temporal data. For
example, the question ‘What is the trend of changing values at location l ?’
belongs to the elementary level in relation to the spatial component and
belongs to the overall in connection to the temporal component. Later,
Peuquet (1994) distinguished three components in spatio-temporal data
and three question types: space (where), time (when) and objects (what).
Further, Andrienko et al. (2003a) had shown that independent questions
can be also made for the object component: analyst may need to examine
a single object/feature, compare a group of features and evaluate the whole
set of features.
The advantage of the above question typology is that it directly relates
tasks to components of data (Andrienko et al., 2003a). Such a feature is
10
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very convenient for a design (and a review) of the exploratory visualizations:
having a particular data set, designer or reviewer can easily anticipate the
questions that may potentially arise and care about appropriate support
for ﬁnding answers to them. But what are the implications of such a type
of question typology on the graphical representation of sensor data?
According to the cartographers, a single static sensor image has three main
data components: two spatial and one thematic component. These components can be graphically represented by (at least) three main graphical
variables: two variables indicating location on the image plane (two spatial
components), and the one variable describing the image intensity (thematic
component). Thus, a typical 2D visualization of a static sensor image includes function that maps image intensities into shades of grey levels. When
adding temporal dimensions to the static image, the notion of several objects pointed out by Peuquet (1994) and Andrienko et al. (2003a) indicates
that the reading level rises from image intensities to image features or in
other words, from data components (lower part of Figure 2.4) to the knowledge component (top of the Figure 2.4) of the sensor data.
What is an image feature? In general, a feature can be any interesting
pattern, structure, or object that is considered relevant for the purpose
of investigation. A feature has some spatial extent, lifetime and range of
attribute(s) values. Cognitively, analysts always use their knowledge to
interpret the sensory information into the image features (Peuquet, 2002).
Temporal dimension requires such interpretation to be more explicit – when
multiple highly dynamic features are analyzed, they often exhibit a ‘relationship’ and form ‘behaviours’. Therefore, such behaviours would require
additional eﬀort from the user to memorize. In relation to graphics, this
memorization requires the representation of image features and access to the
reading levels of features’ components. The diﬀerence between cartographic
and feature-based approach is that while the former focuses on representing
data components (thematic, spatial and temporal components) of the timeseries, the latter concentrates on representing the knowledge component –
features, their behaviour and evolution.
Feature representation relates to two the most signiﬁcant and long-standing
issues in GI Science: to the representation of time in geo-space and to the
representation of geospatial knowledge. Many researchers advocated for
an integrated approach to model geographic reality via features or events
(Peuquet, 1994, 2002, Wachowicz, 2000, Mennis and Peuquet, 2003, Rana
11
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and Dykes, 2003). Ultimately, features, events and processes are central
to the understanding of geographic worlds. They constitute information of
interest to many, and perhaps, the majority of applications and scientiﬁc
inquiries.

Figure 2.4: Pyramid layer data model and knowledge representation. Modiﬁed from
(Mennis and Peuquet, 2003).

The feature-based representation suggests that there is a relations between
reading levels, image features and exploratory tasks as described in Table 2.1. Thus, elementary reading level of features’ components (left column
of Table 2.1) suggests feature identiﬁcation tasks (the location of certain image feature independently in spatial, temporal and attribute co-ordinates),
intermediate level implies feature comparison and the overall reading level
points to the trend or evolution of image features in a given time-series. The
proposed question typology on Table 2.1 is similar to the one described by
Andrienko et al. (2003a). However, there are some diﬀerences: ﬁrstly, the
proposed typology speciﬁcally targets the sensor data exploration; and secondly, instead of deﬁning a separate object/feature component in the data
(in addition to the spatial and temporal and attribute1 components), the
proposed typology emphasizes the use of only the feature’s components:
1

As such, the attribute component is not mentioned in task typology of Andrienko
et al. (2003a), rather triad of when, where and what (Peuquet, 1994) is adopted.
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feature’s spatial distribution, lifetime and feature’s attribute range. Later,
in Section 2.6 the implications of the image features and their components
on the reading levels of existing visual tools are discussed in detail.

Attribute extent

Feature trend

Lifetime

Feature comparison

Spatial extent

Feature identiﬁcation

Feature components

Memorization levels
Elementary
Intermediate
Overall

Table 2.1: Relationships between components of image features, reading levels and
exploratory tasks.

2.2

Visual attention

Once the graphics is constructed, a visual search strategy, through eye
movements and attention to relevant patterns is used to provide answers
(Ware, 2004). What is attention? Attention can be related to any sensory
input, but for graph and map reading vision is paramount. Visual attention is limited resource controlled by a number of distributed brain activities
simulated by visual input (Lloyd, 2005). What does direct attention during
the graph reading? Attention in dynamic representations, such as animations, is easily attracted to the objects that suddenly appear/disappear or
have a unique motion pattern (Folk et al., 2002, Peterson et al., 2002, Lowe,
1999, Fabrikant and Goldsberry, 2005). This is because the human brain
had evolved in a world where sudden movement meant danger.
In static displays attention is directed in two basic ways. Sometimes, visual
attention is directed by information found on the graphic representation.
These are considered ‘bottom-up’ processes because the critical information
is triggered by perception. Mechanisms are governed by the layout – spatial
arrangement of the scene (Rensink, 2002) of the displayed pattern or by how
13
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rapidly patterns that can be rapidly retained in the memory (Ware, 2004).
These are the reading levels discussed earlier.
Sometimes attention can be directed consciously by the map reader using
information already stored as prior knowledge in memory. This would be
considered as a top-down mechanism because critical information directing
attention is coming from the reader’s memory (Lloyd, 2005). Top-down
mechanisms are guided by the meaning or gist (Rensink, 2002), or by the
fact how quickly graphics evoke non-visual information and cause it to be
loaded from short and long term memory (Ware, 2004). This process is
inﬂuenced by the analyst’s experience, i.e., how well the reasoning process
is supported by the given visualization system and how eﬀectively visualization represents the features that the user is interested in exploring.

2.3

Top-down mechanism: reasoning with visualizations

Another way to look at the visual exploration is to describe it as a exploratory reasoning process. Earth science is a multidisciplinary ﬁeld strongly
linked to remote sensing data. Sensors are often the only way to obtain the
required information of large spatial coverage and of high temporal frequency. As a result, remote sensing images are used in broad variety of
application areas ranging from (for example): monitoring of atmospheric
processes, landforms, hydrological and ecological phenomena, desertiﬁcation, crop and rangelands dynamics to risk assessment and disaster management. Despite diversity of application areas, domain specialists exploring
time series of sensor data may have two main interrelated tasks:
• Assess – Assess the current situation on the images and relate it to
the past situation. The application context of this task is assessment
or monitoring.
• Model – Use the assessment of the spatial dynamics to simulate or
forecast the future. The product of this type is model or forecast.
Regardless of the exploratory context, analysts make judgments from evidence and assumptions using reasoning. Exploration is an iterative process:
14
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not only is the process of reaching judgment about a single question often
iterative one, but also obtaining the answers produces several more questions, leading to additional analysis about the larger issue (Thomas and
Cook, 2005).
Figure 2.5 summarizes the reasoning process in Earth sciences as a sequence of tasks. Evidence is accumulated through observations of phenomena from time-series of remote sensing data. What image features to observe
and which properties to select depends on type of the exploration and the
phenomenon under investigation. During the observation, analysts follow
the properties of image features associated with the phenomenon in space
and time. Then in the judging stage, properties of the tracked feature(s)
are compared: such as time of appearances/ disappearances; movements;
shapes and sizes of image features; increase or decrease in their image intensities. Comparisons are combined with assumptions (either based on the
previous experience or knowledge of the dynamic phenomena), and followed
by the act of using reason to derive a conclusion. Two most commonly used
methods to reach a conclusion are deductive reasoning (from the general to
the particular) and inductive reasoning (from detailed facts to general principles). The outcome of the exploratory reasoning process is a conclusion
or hypothesis being formed.
Similar but more general framework in relation to the role of visual methods for problem-solving in GI Science has been formulated by Gahegan
(2005). He deﬁned the process of doing GI Science as a (not necessarily
sequential) combination of exploration – synthesis – analysis – presentation processes where the graphics facilitates actions such as categorizing,
formulating hypothesis, generalizing and modelling.
Essentially, evidence - judgement - reasoning lays out a framework where
visual attention and visual search operate. This in essence translates into
the “seeing that – reasoning why” phases in visualization (MacEachren,
1995). As indicated earlier, it is a combination of bottom-up and topdown visual encoding mechanisms. Image features, reading levels, visual
attention and reasoning play a crucial role in this process and successful
visualization should provide support for all of them. Analysts exploring a
large spatio-temporal image dataset typically start with general, vaguely
speciﬁed goals and, thus need to ﬁrst gain an overview of the entire dataset
and identify interesting patterns (Andrienko et al., 2002). Then they need
to focus on more speciﬁc patterns in detail views, eliminating unwanted
15
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Figure 2.5: Reasoning process summarized as a sequence of tasks during the visual
exploration of sensor data.

patterns. Each selected pattern is then carefully compared on the elementary level and reasoned upon on intermediate reading level. Then the
conclusion is formed based on above reasoning that would be either supported or discarded on the overall, general level. In fact, the framework
follows well-known Overview, zoom and ﬁlter, details on demand strategy
(Shneiderman, 1996, Keim et al., 2004) for exploratory data analysis.

2.4

Interacting with graphics

Compared to paper maps, computer based visualizations oﬀer principally
new functionality – interactivity. Interactivity is deﬁned in terms of a control that must be available to a human of some aspect of the visual representation. Interactivity oﬀers new ways of communicating with data – it
allows and encourages human interaction, so that visual representation can
be changed and manipulated by the users as they proceed working with it.
This interaction is very important as it allows for constant redeﬁnition of
goals when new insight into the data has been gained (Card et al., 1999).
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There are numerous techniques that can be generally group into the following two categories (Ware, 2004):

• Data selection and manipulation techniques

• Exploration and navigation techniques

Data selection and manipulation techniques allow direct visual manipulation of various objects in the graphics. These include interactions such as:
visual querying, visual aggregation – computing various counts and statistical indices, deriving new components or grouping existing categories. Typically such facilities work as ﬁlters and are used for the selection of attribute
ranges, time intervals or spatial regions to be represented on the screen. The
user control over animation parameter (play forward/backward, pause/stop,
alter rate etc.) also falls into this category.
Exploration and navigation techniques allow analysts ﬁnd his or her way in
visual data space (Ware, 2004). Example of these interactions are linking
and focusing techniques. Focusing include selecting subsets and variables
(projections) for viewing and various manipulations of the layout of information on the screen: such as, choosing an aspect ratio, zooming and
panning, 3D rotations. A consequence of focusing is that each view will
only convey partial information about the data. This can be compensated
by displaying multiple linked views. In geovisualization environments, linking visual representation allows changes in one representation (i.e., changes
in attribute component) to be reﬂected in all other representations (spatial
and temporal components).
Thus, interaction is an essential mechanism of the visual environment that
provides a switch among the reading levels and the feature components
of the sensor data. Interaction also supports Overview, zoom and ﬁlter,
details on demand (Shneiderman, 1996) strategy – it is capable of displaying
more information as needed, disappearing when not needed and accepting
the user queries. Thus, besides the graphical representation, interaction
supports the visual search and the reasoning process with graphics.
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2.5

Case studies

Exploratory goals and tasks are dependent on behaviour of the dynamic
phenomenon and its observations - sensor data characteristics, and are
therefore highly domain speciﬁc. In the next section, two case studies are introduced where the dynamic phenomenon is described, its observation and
data characteristics are illustrated and exploratory goals are examined.

2.5.1

Nowcasting convective storms

Meteorological forecasts have three main spatio-temporal scales and consequently, employ diﬀerent working methods at each scale. Long term forecast
look at large scale ﬂow patterns with grid size of about 40 kilometre and
temporal scales of 48–120 hours. Short term forecast operates on regional
scale with grid size of about eleven kilometre and temporal scale of 18–48
hours. The long term and short term forecasts normally use outcome of
numerical models and there is a little input from a forecaster. The most
prominent role forecaster has in the shortest type of forecasts - nowcasting,
covering timescale from 0–18 hours and operating on ﬁne spatial scale. In
nowcasting, remotely sensed data are mainly used to verify the numerical
model since some ﬁne spatial scale structures are usually not ‘caught’ by
the numerical model.
METEOSAT Second Generation (MSG) is a typical meteorological satellite
observing the earths full disk and monitoring the earth-atmosphere system.
On a regular day, it collects ninety six images with the frequency of one
image every ﬁfteen minutes (where each image is a composite of twelve
channels). These images are mainly used for meteorological applications.
Exploring, analyzing and nowcasting precipitating clouds is one of such applications, since one type of precipitating clouds, namely convective clouds
is often associated with storms and severe weather conditions.
Convective storms result from an convection cell, which is simply an updraft
of warmer air, seeking higher altitude because it is lighter than surrounding
air. As the air rises it is cooled adiabatically so that eventually it will reach
the same temperature as the surrounding air and come to rest. Before that
happen, however, it may be cooled down below the dew point. Should
this convection column continue to develop the cloud may grow into a
18
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thunderstorm or a Cumulonimbus (Cb) type of cloud (Figure 2.6), from
which heavy rain or hail will issue (Strahler, 1960).
Cumulonimbus storm can aﬀect, amongst others, agricultural production.
Their storm cells can produce heavy rain particularly of a convective nature, hail and ﬂash ﬂooding, as well as straight-line winds. Cumulonimbus clouds also contain severe convection currents, with very high, unpredictable winds, particularly in the vertical plane and therefore can be
dangerous to aviation.

Figure 2.6: A multicell cumulonimbus over the Grand Canyon, Arizona (USA). New
cells are forming in this ﬂank of the storm. The older cells have a well-deﬁned anvil
(http://weather-photography.com/ ).

Most storm cells are highly dynamic and will die after about 20 – 30 minutes, when the precipitation causes more down draft than updraft, causing
the energy to dissipate. However, if there is enough solar energy in the
atmosphere (on a hot summer’s day, for example), the moisture from one
storm cell can evaporate rapidly – resulting in a new cell forming just a
few kilometre from the former one, as in Figure 2.6 for example. This can
cause thunderstorms to last for several hours.
Figure 2.7 shows how Cb clouds appear on 600*400 pixels subset of thermal
images of MSG satellite with pixels resolution of three kilometre. On the
Infra Red (IR centred at 10.8 or at 12.0 μm) images Cb clouds appear
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darker due to lower temperatures. On visible (VIS centred at 0.6 μm) and
Water Vapour (WV centred at 6.2 or at 7.3 μm) images Cb clusters are
generally white, indicating thick, multi-level clouds, but in the initial phase
of development separate grey cells might be visible, therefore indicating
relatively low tops.

Figure 2.7: Convective clouds as seen on satellite images - IR10.8 μm image of METEOSAT showing Cb cloud development of four hours ( represented in a sequence from
a to d) over equatorial Africa on 28th July 2006, starting at 10-00 GMT. Convective
clouds generally appear darker due to lower temperatures.

Nowcasting convective clouds is a typical example of forecasting, a task
within the modelling context, mentioned earlier in Section 2.3. The next
case study involves use of time-series of sensor data in assessment context.

2.5.2

Understanding dynamics of rip channels

Until a few years ago, coastal scientists obtained most of the information
during intensive ﬁeld campaigns. Nowadays, automated cameras are installed additionally at remote sites. The users are able to collect time-series
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of pictures covering kilometres of coast, being transferred via telephone or
internet connection. An example is provided by the ARGUS programme
(Holland et al., 1997). In this programme, fully-automated video stations,
installed at various beach locations world-wide, collect video data on a regular base. These data are rectiﬁed and used to monitor the morphodynamics
of nearshore zones (see http://cil-www.oce.orst.edu).
One of the video monitoring stations in the ARGUS programme is located
at the Gold Coast, south of Brisbane, Australia. It provides hourly images
of approximately 5 km of the coastline of Surfer’s Paradise, Gold Coast that
are immediately posted on the web (www.wrl.unsw.edu.au/coastalimaging).
Three types of images are collected: snap-shots, time (10 minutes) exposure
images and variance images. Especially the time exposure images have
proven to be useful for identiﬁcation of the shoreline and nearshore bars
since they are averaging out (smoothing) the natural variations of breaking
waves (Lippmann and Holman, 1989, van Ẽnckevort and Ruessink, 2001).
Time exposure images can be used to explore and manage many coastal
features and processes that are not well understood, see Turner et al. (2004)
and Turner et al. (2006) for Gold Coast examples. Here we present the
exploration of rip channels: cross-shore oriented channels through which
water brought onto the shore by waves, returns to the sea with velocities
up to 1 m/s, making them dangerous swimming sites. A few rip channels
are highlighted by ellipses in Figure 2.8. The datasets used consists of
daily video images collected at low tide (when the rip channels are most
pronounced in the images) for 280 days covering 3*0.7 km of the nearshore
zone, pixels size is 2.5*2.5 m (1200*280 pixels). A more detailed description
of this data set can be found in Ruessink et al. (2006).
Morphology (and its variability) is an important end product that the models should predict. However, because sediment transport is not understood
very well, prediction of morphological change is inadequate for most purposes of interest. Breaking wave processes are only qualitatively understood
and models are crude. At smaller scales, rip channels are observed to be
ubiquitous, but have not been incorporated into models even though their
eﬀect on the ﬂow ﬁeld (as roughness elements) and sediment transport may
be signiﬁcant.
The reason that rip channel observations have not been incorporated into
the existing large scale models might be related to the tools geoscientists use
to explore these nearshore morphodynamic features. Attempts are made
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Figure 2.8: Rectiﬁed and merged from four cameras time-exposure images of Surfer’s
Paradise, Gold Coast, Australia for four consecutive days in 2003 (starting on 28th
Feb). Ellipses indicate the development of a few selected rip currents.

to explore the datasets by using existing visualizations and users are increasingly dissatisﬁed because this kind of exploration remains “largely a
subjective, tedious and time-consuming process” (Ruessink, 2006). Especially detecting the presence and following the evolution of the relatively
small rip channels has proven to be extremely diﬃcult.
In the next sections, we review representational and interactive functionality of the existing visualization tools and their ﬁtness use for the aforementioned tasks.
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2.6

Current exploratory tools

When sensor data are acquired, they are usually stored in regular grid format. At each grid location, or pixel, the measurements of electro-magnetic
energy are stored as image intensities. A typical 2D visualization of a static
sensor image includes a function that maps image intensities into bytescaled range of grey levels. Thus, a static monochromatic remote sensing
image has three data components: two variables (i,j) indicating location on
the image plane, and the one variable describing the pixel value.
When dealing with spatio-temporal data, cartographers have three main
types of visual representation to explore the time-series of remote sensing
data: a single static image/map, a series of static maps, and animations
(Kraak, 2000). The number of components and graphical variables which
could be applied to each of the map type are shown on Table 2.2.

Temporal

Single

Components
Thematic

plane

visual variable

visual variable

Series

Static
Animated

Map Display

Spatial

plane

visual variable

memory -‘spatial’ deduction

plane

visual variable

memory-‘temporal’ deduction

Table 2.2: Components and visual variables of static and animated map displays.
Modiﬁed from Koussoullakou and Kraak (1992).
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2.6.1

Static maps

A traditional map/image can be used to represent the state of phenomena
at any moment in time. To represent changes a so-called ‘change map’
can be employed. The change map shows areas where the change occurred
(changed and non-changed areas) often including information on type of
transformations taken place (Figure 2.9 and Table 2.2).

Figure 2.9: Diﬀerence between the ﬁrst (a) and the last (d) image on Figure 2.7.
Diﬀerence is byte-scaled to monochromatic image: darker areas illustrate a negative
change, while bright areas indicate a positive change.

It is widely recognized that single static map is a composite of several
snapshots and therefore is limited to a few time slices (MacEachren, 1995,
Koussoullakou and Kraak, 1992, Kraak, 2000, Blok, 2005). As such, a single static map can be eﬀective for comparing the spatial changes that may
have occurred between two given time steps. However, too few time slices
also restrict the single static map to the representation of image features
with only apparent and structured feature behaviour, like urban growth or
shrinkage of forest areas, hence the partial suitability of the overall spatial
feature component on Table 2.3. If the number of image features increases
and/or their spatial, temporal or attribute behaviour becomes less apparent, such change map might restrict the map reading to the elementary level
(as for instance in Figure 2.9) – because each change requires visual inter24
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pretation (and memorization) to determine the image feature this change
belongs to. These are the main reasons of indicating partial suitability of
single static maps to intermediate levels in Table 2.3.

Feature components

Spatial extent
Lifetime
Attribute extent

Memorization levels
Elementary Intermediate Overall
+
+
+/+
+/+
+/-

Table 2.3: Reading levels of single static maps: plus sign indicates suitability; “+/-”
shows partial suitability. See the text for an explanation.

The dynamics of spatial phenomena can also be observed by comparing
series of static maps, so called small multiples. Small multiples is a principle introduced by Edward Tufte (Tufte, 1983). It is usually reduced-sized
representations of multiple images, each representing the studied phenomena at a particular time stamp, displayed all at once allowing the reader to
immediately, and in parallel, compare the inter-frame diﬀerences. Examples of small multiples are in case studies introduced earlier, see Figure 2.7
and 2.8. No variables are utilized to depict the temporal component per
se; therefore, the number of components of each map in a series is equal
to that of the image. The temporal sequence is represented by a spatially
ordered image sequence, which user has to follow (and memorize) , in order to perceive the temporal component (Koussoullakou and Kraak, 1992)
(Table 2.2).
Diﬀerent reasoning of exploratory ineﬀectiveness applies to small multiples.
To use multiple maps simultaneously, a full size map must be compressed,
which leads to the loss of small image details, therefore partial suitability
of overall reading level results in Figure 2.4. However, the main reason of
“scientists’ resistance” (MacEachren, 1995) of small multiples is diﬀerent –
ideally, the screen size of modern computers could be increased to accommodate even large time-series. The main reason why we cannot attend all
sizes (or values) at once is – as MacEachren (1995) citing Bertin points out,
that neither size nor value are associative variables. Therefore comparing
image features from map to map (or entire maps) will not be an immediate
visual process.
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Feature components

Spatial extent
Lifetime
Attribute extent

Memorization levels
Elementary Intermediate Overall
+
+
+/+
+
+/+
+/-

Table 2.4: Reading levels of small multiples: plus sign indicates suitability; “+/-”
shows partial suitability. See the text for an explanation.

2.6.2

Animation

As a result, animation remains the most suitable method to explore dynamics in large time-series of remote sensing data and they are often used
to add dynamics and interaction to the representation of time. Animation is the outcome of the process of taking a series of individual static
images and stringing them together in a timed sequence to give the impression of continuous movement. Therefore, no graphical variables are
utilized for the temporal component per se, instead they rely on memory,
‘temporal deduction’ (Table 2.2). A typical solution is the animation used
in an interactive environment with user controlled video-type interactions
(play forward/backward, pause/stop, alter rate etc.) and can be found in
many contemporary image processing and GIS environments (ENVI/IDL,
ERDAS, ArcGIS, MapInfo).
Despite their wide availability and presence of video-type interactions, the
successful use of animations in exploratory studies of sensor images is rarely
reported. Koussoullakou and Kraak (1992) experimented on the use of animated maps in comparison to static maps for analyzing spatio-temporal
data. They detected no major diﬀerence with respect to the users ability to
retrieve correct information and perceive temporal trends. Recent work on
evaluation of animated satellite images (Blok, 2005) has shown that 80%
of expert users who took part in evaluation of animated satellite images,
wanted to reduce the amount of information or play an animation repeatedly “because they tend to distract”. Similar results were suggested by
Lowe (2004) – that simply providing user control (e.g. interaction capabilities) does not always result in the desired learning improvements. He found
that participants neglected the animation’s dynamic aspects, perhaps because of available user controls. Also, Tversky and her colleagues after an
extensive review of the cognitive literature on animated graphics research
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failed to ﬁnd beneﬁts of animation for conveying complex processes (Morrison et al., 2000). In addition, attempts were made to explore the datasets in
our case studies by animating image sequences. The users are dissatisﬁed,
because this kind of exploration “remains a subjective and time-consuming
process”. Especially detecting the presence and following the evolution of
the relatively small and dynamic rip channels has proven to be extremely
diﬃcult. Why does an animated sequence of images overwhelm the users?

2.6.3

Factors inﬂuencing the exploratory use of animations

Animation reliance on memory or ‘temporal deduction’ gives essentially
the same characteristics in map reading matrix on Figure 2.5 as of small
multiples and static maps combined. As with small multiples, comparing features is a diﬃcult visual process, but introduction of motion seems
facilitate memorization of a small number of features with only apparent
and structured behaviour like urban growth, or shrinkage of forest areas
(Andrienko et al., 2000). However, there are additional aspects that have
a largely negative inﬂuence on the reading matrix. These are related the
image data characteristics and behaviour of the features that are animated.

Feature components

Spatial extent
Lifetime
Attribute extent

Memorization levels
Elementary Intermediate Overall
+
+
+/+
+
+/+
+/-

Table 2.5: Reading levels of animated images: plus sign indicates suitability; “+/-”
shows partial suitability. See the text for an explanation.

If the images are played in an animated sequence, the complexity of the real
world is mimicked. Users who are interested in the presence and evolution
of image features have to detect and track relatively small, highly dynamic
features. These users are bombarded with rapid sequences of changes that
need to be sieved and tracked in space and time (Monmonier, 1992). But
change can only be consciously seen if a viewer pays attention to it, and
human attention is a very limited resource(Lloyd, 2005, Ware, 2004), it can
just be directed to a few (about 3-4) changing items at a time (main reason
for including partial suitability to all levels on Figure 2.5). Other changes
will go unnoticed: the concept change blindness (Rensink, 2002, Simons
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and Rensink, 2005) refers to the failure to detect change in the visual ﬁeld.
It may happen when the view is interrupted (e.g. during eye movements,
because of missing data values or illumination change). It also occurs when
change is too slow to be noticed and when attention is overwhelmed by
too many signals or by distractors whose features are perceptually more
salient (e.g., by objects that suddenly appear/disappear, have a unique
motion pattern, etc.) (Folk et al., 2002, Peterson et al., 2002, Lowe, 1999,
Fabrikant and Goldsberry, 2005).
Interruptions: too many motion signals and distrators all inﬂuence the
exploration of animated datasets in the presented case studies. The images
contain signiﬁcant changes in illumination; both image features (convective
clouds and rip channels) are highly dynamic and tend to have a short life
span. For example, rip channel’s life time ranges from one day (image)
to a couple of weeks (depending on storm occurrence and are temporally
clustered (about 15 rip channels can be observed on the image on 28 Feb
2003, Figure 2.8). The lifetime of clouds experiencing convections is even
shorter – lasting on average 20 – 30 minutes or two satellite images. That is
why the user ﬁnds detection and tracking image features from the animated
images a “subjective and tedious” process.

2.7

Summary

The overall aim of the chapter was to outline a framework of using visualizations during exploration, and identify missing link in the present
process. Two functions of graphics during the exploration are discussed:
memorization or bottom-up graphical information processing and reasoning
or top-down processing. From memorization point of view, reading levels
of graphical information are reviewed. Then, the relation between data
components and reading levels of visualization is described which lead to
a ‘discovery’ of a new element – the image feature. As a top-down process, the connection between image features, reasoning and reading levels
during the exploration is illustrated. Since exploratory goals and tasks are
highly domain and data speciﬁc, the review was further supported by two
examples of remote sensing data exploration.
Next, existing visualizations are reviewed for their eﬀectiveness for the given
tasks and reading levels. It soon became apparent that existing visualiza28
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tions provide poor support for intermediate to overall reading levels of image
features in time-series of raster images (see the reading matrix in Tables 2.3
to 2.5). For exploratory use, such reading should facilitate users in search
for features of interest. Users exploring large time series ﬁnd it important
to visually isolate part of the complex content of the series, and focus on
subsets of interest (Blok, 2005), as well as to switch back to the overall level
in search for patterns, for objects of interest in time series of images. For
instance, if the user needs to ﬁnd rip channels with a particular attribute
value (for example, north oriented), there should be an option to obtain
a summary overview of all orientations. That would help the user to focus on those subsets of the data where the wanted rip channels occur, and
not require the ‘time consuming process’ of playing the entire animation
to search for such objects. Currently, none of the discussed visualizations
have an overview functionality, and that limits their exploratory use.
Therefore, a functionality is needed that would extract image features from
the sensor data, trace them over time and represent their evolution and
provide search options for features of certain behaviour. Ideally, if feature
description is based on quantitative data, it can be used to generate abstract and selective representations and assist for post-exploratory use of
images in monitoring, modelling and decision making activities. One way
to include this functionality is by providing computational support to the
visual exploration process, as discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Detecting and tracking
image features
∗

A subtle thought that is in error may yet give rise to fruitful inquiry
that can establish truths of great value.
Isaac Asimov (1920-1992)

The previous chapter described the relationships between graphics, memory
and exploration process. The main role of graphics in data exploration is
to facilitate memorization and to guide visual search in the sensor data.
Reasons why the current graphics fall short in supporting the exploration
process were also outlined. These are related to insuﬃcient support for
∗

This chapter is based on the following papers:
• Turdukulov, U.D.; Tolpekin, V. and Kraak, M.J. Visual Exploration of TimeSeries of Remote Sensing Data Proceedings of International Symposium on Spatiotemporal Modeling, Spatial Reasoning, Analysis, Data Mining and Data Fusion
(STM ’05), 2005
• Turdukulov, U.; Blok, C.; Ruessink, B. and Turner, I.L. Connecting Users with
Their Data: An Environment to Explore the Morphodynamics of Rip Channels
Cartographica, 2007, 42, 139-151
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re-presentation of image features, their behaviour and evolutions. Feature
representation raises the data abstraction to a higher level, closer to the
knowledge component associated with the sensor data.
Review of the current visualizations showed that the features are not sufﬁciently represented on intermediate and overall graphic reading levels.
These levels are responsible for tasks associated with comparing several
image features and with perceiving the overall trend of evolving features.
Inadequate support of current graphics for these reading levels results in
poor memorization and as a consequence, in poor understanding of dynamic
features present in the images. This conclusion is also supported by other
studies that evaluated the current exploratory tools.
Because geoscientists are primarily interested in image features, a workable
solution to the data problem is to focus on just those features – that is to
automatically extract and track them. This both reduces the amount of
data and provides a crucial ﬁrst step in understanding how these objects
evolve (Samtaney et al., 1994). Therefore, this chapter describes algorithms
and procedures for automatic detection and tracking of image features, with
argumentation and rationale for using a particular algorithm for the given
application. It also discusses various issues associated with the computation
support of visual exploration process.

3.1

Related work

When dealing with spatio-temporal data, feature extracting and tracking
stages interrelate. Both are intended to solve a single problem – correspondence (matching) problem, and to establish a path of a dynamic feature over
time. The correspondence problem is an issue in several scientiﬁc disciplines
such as image processing, computer vision, and scientiﬁc visualization. Although each discipline has its own view to the problem, many approaches
are related. The feature extraction and tracking methods can be classiﬁed
in two main categories: pre-processing or post-processing methods (Samtaney et al., 1994). The main idea of the pre-processing approach is that
the object motion provides good images cues for segmentation, as much as
intensity or colour might. If the post-processing mode is used for tracking,
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individual images are ﬁrst preprocessed to extract image features 1 , then
those features are correlated in time to form objects. Note that due to the
diﬀerence in terminology the object notion here refers to the feature notion
introduced earlier in Figure 2.4.

3.1.1

Pre-processing mode

The pre-processing methods are widely dealt with in the ﬁeld of computer
vision. Applications of pre-processing object tracking are found for example, in video surveillance, machine vision and target detection. In this
mode, the correspondence is determined on a pixel–to–pixel basis: each
pixel of the image in one frame is compared to all, or part of, the pixels of
the image in the next frame. Two characteristic examples of this approach
are the cross–correlation function and the optical ﬂow method.
A cross–correlation function indicates the relative degree to which image
and target functions agree for various amounts of miss–alignments (shifting). The shift that results in the maximal cross–correlation between two
images or parts of two images is related to the motion of objects in the
images. Maximization of the cross–correlation function between a target
area from the ﬁrst image and a search area from the second image, is a technique that is often used in practice. The target pattern g(x, y) is moved
in the image f (x, y) and at every location i, j the cross–correlation value is
estimated as (Russ, 2002):
s
s 


r(s) = 


f (x + i, y + j)g(x, y)

x=0 y=0

s
s
s 
s 



f 2 (x + i, y + j)
g 2 (x, y)
x=0 y=0

(3.1)

x=0 y=0

where the summations are carried out over size s of the target. In practice, the fast implementation is done in the frequency domain using the
Fourier transform (Gonzales et al., 2004). Thus, cross–correlation is a useful similarity measure. It is equal to zero for totally dissimilar (orthogonal)
1

Here we prefer to speak of a image ‘feature’ instead of a image ‘object’ since it is not
known yet if two spatial features in successive images are actually one (moving) object.
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patterns and reaches maximum of one for identical features. In contrast
to the next method, cross–correlation is insensitive to global illumination
condition (Jähne, 1995). However, a drawback of the method that it is
sensitive to the orientation, size and the deformation of the image features.
Another approach to establish the pixel-to-pixel correspondence is to use
an optical ﬂow. This concept has been formulated in a similar manner
as in ﬂuid dynamics. In case of images, motion causes intensity values,
i.e. optical signal to ‘ﬂow’ over the image plane (Jähne, 1995). Let Ix , Iy ,
and It be spatiotemporal image brightness derivatives, then the optical ﬂow
between two images can be solved using the following optical ﬂow constraint
equation:
Ix ∗ u + Iy ∗ v + It = 0

(3.2)

dy
where u = dx
dt and v = dt are respectively, x and y components of the optical
ﬂow vector, i.e., the speed the object is moving in the x and y directions
respectively.

For each pixel we have two unknowns (x and y components of the optical
ﬂow vector) but only one equation. The problem can be solved by applying
a reasonable additional constraint. Examples of such a constraint are based
on assumptions such as: each pixel and its neighbouring pixels are moving
with the same velocity; the displacements are consistent with a rigid motion
on the image plane; the velocity ﬁeld is smooth.
The concluding step in the pre-processing mode is to extract spatio–temporal
objects. Therefore, the estimated motion vectors and the image intensities
are combined into joint spatio-temporal segmentation. The key idea is to
extract regions of homogeneous motion and intensity distribution. This can
be done in an interleaved fashion, where segmentation and motion-induced
partition steps alternate (using for example, a Bayesian framework (Chang
et al., 1997)), or by a simultaneous estimation of intensity and motion segmented labels (using for instance, a Mean–Shift approach (Comaniciu and
Meer, 2002)).
Besides the fact that motion determination and spatio-temporal segmentation are both computationally demanding methods, other issues limit the
applicability of these techniques in time-series of remote sensing data. In
particular, the smoothness constraints used in estimating motion vectors
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are rarely met in remote sensing observations due to for instance, temporal sampling frequency of remote sensing data that is usually magnitudes
lower than the video observations used in computer vision applications. In
addition, illumination changes, the presence of clouds and noise often leads
to the estimation of incorrect displacement vectors. The applicability of
many computer vision techniques is further restricted by the fact that the
dynamic phenomenon observed in remote sensing data is often deformable
whereas, most of the computer vision applications are dealing with rigid
objects like cars, people or robots. In remote sensing applications, features
may for example, grow, transform, split, merge or disappear during their
evolutions.

3.1.2

Post-processing methods

The post-processing methods ﬁrst extract signiﬁcant features in image sequence often in the form of non-overlapping set of 2D regions. Then the
correspondence problem is solved by comparing the extracted features in
successive frames. The comparison of features can be achieved by two
mechanisms: attribute correspondence and region correspondence.

Attribute correspondence
Attributes are useful for quantifying the extracted regions and can be used
for tracking them. Some common attributes of image features are: area,
centroid (or centre of gravity), central moments, location and rotationally
invariant moments (Glasebey and Horgan, 1994). The co-ordinates of feature’s centroid is calculated by (Russ, 2002):


xc =

Area


yc =

xi

i

(3.3)

yi

i

Area

(3.4)

where the Area is just total number of pixels that a feature occupies.
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Characteristic example of tracking using the attribute correspondence is
a minimum distance or ‘nearest neighbour’ method. In this method, the
closest centroid positions of features in successive images serve as a main
correspondence criterion. The modiﬁcation of this method is minimum
distance criteria weighted by other attributes, for example by the area.
Recent application of attribute correspondence can be found for instance,
in visualization of Computational Fluid Dynamics (Reinders et al., 2001)
and in studying Icelandic low cyclone activity (Serreze et al., 1997).
Disadvantages of the method are related to the approximation of non-simple
regions to a set of attributes. Errors can occur when matching a nonsimple region close to an object with the same attributes i.e., with the
same centroid position and area. The distance-of-centroid measurement
may also be misleading when the weighted centroid of two objects which
are far apart happens to be the same as the centroid of an object in the
next time step.

Region correspondence
Spatial overlap between features in successive frames is a main criterion for
region correspondence. Samtaney et al. (1994) and Silver and Wang (1996)
used overlap for tracking 2D and 3D ﬂow features generated from large
time series of ﬂow simulations, while Feidas (2003) used overlap criteria
to track clouds in METEOSAT images. Molenaar and Cheng (2000) used
identical criteria in constructing a process-oriented data model for fuzzy
spatial objects in coastal zone management. The region-based correspondence methods are computationally less expensive since the spatial overlap
limits the number of features that must be compared.
The underlying assumption of tracking using positional overlap is that the
sampling frequency of the sensor is high enough to detect overlaps at least
for large objects. This implies that the method fails when tracking small
features that move faster than the sensor’s ability to record the overlap.
This problem can be solved by additional tests on the attributes of the two
features. Silver and Wang (1996) introduced a tracking method based on a
combination of overlap and attribute correspondence.
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3.1.3

Choosing tracking method

In this study, we developed a tracking-visualization tool based on the postprocessing method originally proposed by Samtaney et al. (1994) and later
modiﬁed by Silver and Wang (1996). There are three main reasons why we
choose a post-processing approach.
Firstly, ‘although the understanding of issues involved in computation of
motion has signiﬁcantly increased over the last decade, we are still far away
from the generic, robust and real time motion estimation’ (Stiller and Konrad, 1999) especially when dealing with deformable dynamic phenomena
such as clouds and rip channels. On contrary to the motion based tracking, the overlap–based tracking limits the number of features that must be
compared. Therefore, the tracking becomes a real–time process which is
important in the consequent visualization of the object evolution.
Secondly, since the operational use of remote sensing, numerous techniques
and methods have been developed to identify features of interest in each
domain area (e.g. the precipitating cloud detection algorithm is illustrated
in the following Section 3.2.1). Many suppliers of remote sensing data
include services in processing raw images into ready-to-use indicators and
maps (e.g. landcover products from SPOT VEGETATION, water quality
maps from MERIS, cloud type maps from METEOSAT, etc.).
Thirdly, it is unlikely that the users of remote sensing data will be focused on
a single scale or single segmentation technique during the exploration stage.
Therefore, we believe that a more ﬂexible approach is to separate the feature
detection and tracking stages, and to use the results in a visual prototype,
built to extend the visual exploration capabilities of the image processing
environment. ENVI/IDL was chosen as a platform in this research due to
its image processing and visualization capabilities (www.ittvis.com).

3.2

Extracting features

Each application domain has its own set of interesting objects or features. These are usually deﬁned as regions of interest in the remote sensing
datasets that satisfy certain constraints: for example an area of low NDVI
values may deﬁne stressed vegetation. These features can be extracted us37
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ing their speciﬁc properties ranging from geophysical to geometry related
characteristics. Below there are two examples introduced earlier where
ﬁrstly, physical properties are used and secondly, an underlying structure
and shape information are used to extract features of interests.

3.2.1

Extracting precipitating clouds

First step in nowcasting convective clouds is to extract cloud features with
the potential convection, sort of a cloud mask. Convective clouds are most
likely to be precipitative clouds since they carry large amount of water
vapour. Detection of precipitating clouds was done using the following
physical properties of precipitating clouds: low clouds are not sensed at
METEOSAT’s WV6.2 μm (water vapour) band and only deep clouds penetrate the water vapour to be sensed at both WV6.2 μm and IR10.8 μm.
When this happens, the brightness temperature diﬀerence at these two
wavelengths becomes small. Thus, if IR10.8 μm – WV6.2 μm < 11◦ K (an
empirically determined threshold by Kidder et al. (2005)), then the pixel is
ﬂagged as precipitating cloud, Figure 3.1). This test is valid both for day
and night METEOSAT images (Kidder et al., 2005).

Figure 3.1: Band IR10.8 μm (left); band WV6.2 μm (centre); Precipitating clouds
(right). After Kidder et al. (2005).

3.2.2

Extracting rip channels

Initial analysis showed that rip channels are small dark features (10-25 m in
width and 25-75 m in length) located next to the wave-breaking line that
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is closest to the shore, and generally have an orientation that is roughly
perpendicular to the coast (Figure 2.8). Two factors complicated to the
great extent the rip extraction procedure: uneven illumination (due to different weather conditions at the time of measurements) and artifacts due to
a lossy JPEG compression used for storing and handling the coastal image
datasets. As a sequence, the rip channels extraction algorithm needs to
be more sensitive to the shape and orientation of the rip features and be
less sensitive to the local illumination conditions and to the compression
artifacts.
For this purpose morphological operators may be used. Morphology is the
science of form and structure (Soille, 1999). While individual morphological
operations perform simple functions, they can be combined to extract speciﬁc information from an image. One useful combination is morphological
Top-Hat operator. The Top-Hat is a combination of morphological erosion,
followed by dilation operator and the result is subtracted from the original
image.
The morphological erosion operator shrinks the regions by the size and the
shape of the structuring element. Dilation is opposite (but not inverse) of
the erosion operator – it is the erosion of the background. Combination
of these two operators and substraction from the original image acts like a
peak detector and is especially useful for the identiﬁcation of small image
features with high levels of brightness. Generally the extraction procedure
was the following:
Preprocessing:
• Histogram equalization to enhance the contrast and to increase the
brightness of the original images. This is followed by image inversion
to facilitate the separation of grey values in the next step.
• Applying morphological top-hat transformation with Gaussian structuring element roughly corresponding to the shape and orientation of
the rip feature with the following parameter: dimensions 47.5*7.5 m
and standard deviation of 2.5 and 10 m in X and Y directions respectively (see Figure 3.2 for varying parameter of structuring elements
and Figure 3.3 for the ﬁnal results).
Postprocessing:
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• Filtering out the results. Generally a top-hat transformation gave
hints to where the rip channels are located, but it was still necessary
to correct for noise, illumination, compression etc. These eﬀects have
been ﬁrst ﬁltered based on the statistical distribution of the tophat images described above (mean of each individual top-hat image
was used as a threshold). Thresholding ensured that only the peaks
similar to the Gaussian structuring element were retained.
• Secondly, each peak was evaluated on a distance criterion. A peak
was considered to be a candidate for rip feature if the central position
of the peak was between the shore line and the extracted wave band
that is closest to the shore.
Figure 3.2 shows result of the above procedure with varying parameter of
the morphological structuring element. Clearly, a structuring element with
the dimensions 47.5*7.5 m, the closest to the mean extent of the rip channel
agrees with the results outlined by the expert.
Both visual inspection of rip feature extraction and the error matrix indicates acceptable accuracy of the rip detection result (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1). To assess the detection accuracy, a domain expert was asked to
outline rip channels on a few (7) randomly selected images. Then, the computational detection results for those selected images were compared to the
results outlined by the expert (which served as reference data), and the
ﬁndings are presented in an error matrix (Table 3.1).
In the error matrix computational results are given as rows and expert’s
interpretation is given as columns for each class. The diagonal elements in
the error matrix indicate percentage of pixels for which the computational
results agree with the reference data. Since the rip feature class is relatively
small compared to the other class in the image, the overall classiﬁcation
accuracy tends to be high and less reliable than the User and Producer
accuracies in the rip feature class (Table 3.1). The Producer accuracy
(73.37 %) is the probability that a sample point on the resulting map is
that particular class. The User accuracy (66.46 %) is the probability that a
certain reference class has also been labelled that class. Another widely used
and important measure of map accuracy derived from the error matrix is the
Kappa coeﬃcient. The Kappa coeﬃcient (Congalton, 1991) is a statistical
measure of the agreement, beyond chance, between two data sets - detected
by the algorithm and outlined by an expert. The Kappa coeﬃcient (0.7)
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Figure 3.2: Rip channels detected by the algorithm for the image of 28 Feb 2003 with
varying parameter of structuring elements. From top to down: a structuring element
of 37.5 ∗ 7.5m; b structuring element of 37.5 ∗ 12m; c structuring element of 47.5 ∗ 7.5m;
d
and structuring element of 47.5 ∗ 12m. Compare to Figure 3.3 which shows the rip
channels outlined by domain expert.

varies between 0 and 1 and a value of 0.7 or higher is generally regarded as
good statistical agreement, which agrees well with the values of Producer
and User accuracies in rip feature category (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.3: Original image of 28 Feb 2003 (upper part), rip channels outlined by a
domain expert (middle part) and rip channels detected by the algorithm (lower part)
for the same image.

Table 3.1: Error matrix for the detected rip channels versus the channels outlined by
a domain expert (in %). Overall accuracy – 99.5 %, Kappa coeﬃcient – 0.70)

Detected
by the
algorithm
Rip Channel

3.3

Outlined by a domain expert
Class
Unclassiﬁed
Rip Channel
Unclassiﬁed
99.71
26.63
Rip Channel
0.29
73.37
Producer Accuracy (%)
User Accuracy (%)
73.37
66.46

Tracking features to form object paths

Once image features are extracted in a set of images, the next step is to bind
those features into object paths. The spatial overlap criterion was used for
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that purpose. The underlying assumption of tracking using overlap is that
the sampling frequency of the sensor is high enough to detect the overlaps
in at least large objects.
Most of the overlap-tracking methods rely on input thresholds corresponding to prior knowledge on the average speed and the direction of the object movement. The proposed tracking algorithm does not require such
a threshold criteria and performs an iterative search for best overlapping
combinations (both forward and backward). The overlap between feature
j at time step i − 1 and feature k at time step i is calculated as:
Size(Fji−1 ∩ Fki )
Overlap(Fji−1 , Fki ) = 
Size(Fji−1 ) · Size(Fki )

(3.5)

For a given feature Fji−1 at time step i − 1 (previous image) and its cori , . . . , F i }, the
responding set of overlapping features at time step i, {Fj,1
j,n
best candidate is calculated from the overlapping function as the element
i
with the maximal value. The best candidate Fj,candidate
is the element of
i
i
{Fj,1 , . . . , Fj,n } such that:


n

i
i
Overlap(Fji−1 , Fj,candidate
) = max Overlap(Fji−1 , Fj,k
)

k=1

(3.6)

i
The best candidate of the feature Fli = Fj,candidate
is found similarly in a
i−1
i−1
backward search from the set {Fl,1 , . . . , Fl,m } of overlapping features with
i−1
is the element of the set such that:
Fli . The best candidate Fl,candidate



m

i−1
i−1
Overlap(Fli , Fl,candidate
) = max Overlap(Fli , Fl,k
)

k=1

(3.7)

i−1
A match is found if the best candidate in the backward search Fl,candidate
i−1
corresponds to the given feature Fj :
i−1
M atch = IF (Fl,candidate
= Fji−1 )

(3.8)

i
corresponds to the
If Match is true, then it is presumed that the Fcandidate
i−1
feature F1 and they both form a path of the same image object. Finally,
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all the remaining unmatched image features are marked as appearances or
disappearances.

3.3.1

Detecting split and merge events

The above example illustrated the reasoning about single event – continuation, and ﬁnding a path of the same object in two successive images.
Spatial overlap is a useful measure for detecting other events in the history
of spatial objects. Events are stages in the evolution of the phenomena.
There are many diﬀerent type of events exist depending on the application,
the type of spatial objects, and on the user’s interest (Reinders et al., 2001).
Samtaney et al. (1994) introduced number of evolutionary events: continuation, creation (appearance), dissipation (disappearance), bifurcation (split)
and amalgamation (merge), see Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Tracking events: continuation, creation (appearance), dissipation (disappearance), bifurcation (split), and amalgamation (merge), Samtaney et al. (1994)
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The same reasoning, as in the Equations 3.5 – 3.8 can be used for detecting
the split and merge events. Split for two (or more) overlapping regions is
deﬁned if the ratio of the overlap to the size of the feature in the previous
image is greater than the ratio of the overlap to the size of the feature in
the current image:
Overlap(F i−1 F i )
Overlap(F i−1 F i )
>
Area(F i−1 )
Area(F i )

(3.9)

Inverse of the split is a merge event. If, for some reasons, both sides of the
Equation 3.9 are equal, then an appearance of a new object is detected.

3.3.2

Tracking accuracy and sensitivity

In the above, the tracking is engaged as an iterative process. Thus, among
all possible overlap combinations the tracking algorithm ﬁnds the best
match. The only parameter to which the tracking is sensitive in this implementation is the absence of an overlap (corresponding to the objects
moving faster than the sensor’s ability to record the overlap). Such cases
can be handled separately either by using the motion vectors extracted from
the closest object with the overlap or by using a maximum distance criteria corresponding to a maximum distance a feature can move in successive
images.
In both cases, the mechanism is similar: features with no overlap are collected on both forward and backward images. Then each feature’s spatial
extent ‘grows’ by the amount of distance criteria using morphological distance operator. Then the new grown features are checked for the overlap
combination and are evaluated for the best match, similar to the above
process described in Equations 3.5 – 3.8. If no overlap combinations are
formed - algorithm will mark either disappearance of an old object (on a
backward image) or appearance of a new object (forward image).
Tracking can not be easily veriﬁed since it requires human input and the
human tracking might be prone to the personal opinions and preferences.
Less subjective way to observe the tacking results and determine the correct tracking parameter is to visually inspect the resulting object paths and
check for the possible mismatches. For instance, Figure 3.5 shows tracking
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simulations with four distance criteria. It can be concluded that the simulation parameter on ﬁgure b agrees most with the expert’s knowledge of
the area that average rip channels migration is in range of 25 metres/day in
the direction predominantly to the right side of the images. Note, the ﬁgure a has the least number of correspondences among the extracted image
features, while the bottom ﬁgures c and d have some arguable left-sided
or far-reaching correspondences (a few indicated by circles). Details of the
construction of this ﬁgure will be discussed later in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.5: Four simulations of the tracking algorithm using maximum search distance
criteria of: a – no maximum search distance criteria in addition to the overlap, b – 25
metres maximum search distance criteria, c – 50 metres and d – 75 metres. A few
arguable correspondences are indicated by circles. The radius of the glyphs (spheres) is
proportional to the size property of the rip channel. The colour of the glyph represents
the object path ID to maintain sense of continuity of each traced image object over
time. Details of the construction of this ﬁgure will be discussed later in Chapter 4.
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3.3.3

Attribute quantiﬁcation

Attributes are useful for quantifying the extracted regions and for their visualization and therefore they are mainly application speciﬁc. Some common
attributes that relate to the shape of the objects are already mentioned:
area and the centre of gravity (Equations 3.3 and 3.4). Closely related to
the location of the centroid of a feature is the idea of determining its orientation using the major axis of an ellipse ﬁtted into feature’s boundary.
The most convenient procedure is to add up a set of summation as listed
below Russ (2002):



Mx =
My =
Mxy =

Θ = tan−1

Mx − M y +







x2i −

(

yi2 −

xi yi −

xi )2

Area
( yi )2
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xi yi

Area
2
2
(Mx − My ) + 4 ∗ Mxy



2 ∗ Mxy

(3.10)



(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)

In application to the rip channels, a number of shape parameter (centroid
position, area, and perimeter) and other user-deﬁned dimensions for rip
exploration were extracted: length and width of each rip object, and orientation/angle (Figure 3.6). These last mentioned characteristics were found
through an ellipse approximation of each rip object, as described in the
Equations 3.13.
Other attributes might be related to the image intensity of the extracted
regions. For instance, the previous studies on nearshore morphology indicated nearly liner relationship between image intensity and nearshore
bathymetry, especially at the bar crest locations (e.g. in (Lippmann and
Holman, 1989)). Therefore, the following intensity parameter were obtained at each extracted rip boundary: minimum, maximum and mean
image intensity.
When identifying the convective clouds, two parameter are important: the
overall shape of the cloud and the top temperature of the cloud. Convective
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Figure 3.6: Subset of Figure 3.3 representing required rip characteristics for attribute
mapping.

cloud has a circular or oval shape depending on upper level wind strength.
The convective types of clouds can be identiﬁed by following the top temperature proﬁle of each precipitating cloud over time – the clouds with large
negative gradients are more likely to be convective. Thus, two case studies have a similar set of morphometric and image intensity parameter and
Table 3.2 summarizes them.
Attribute
Centroid x, y – in pixels and t – in frame numbers
Size, in pixels
Length, in pixels
Width, in pixels
Length to width ratio, unitless
Orientation, in degrees
Min image intensity, in DN
Mean image intensity, in DN

Equation
Equation 3.3 and 3.4
Total number of pixels in the region
Equation 3.10
Equation 3.11
Equation 3.13
Minimum intensity of the region
Mean intensity of the region

Table 3.2: Summary of attributes, their default units of measurement and equations
that are used for quantifying them.

Attribute calculation gives a quantitative measure of the characteristics
of the feature. Feature extraction leads to huge data reduction because
the characteristics of a feature are quantiﬁed by a small set of attributes.
The transformation from the sensor data to feature data often yields a
reduction in the order of 1000 (Reinders et al., 2001). For instance, a dataset
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consisting of 33 IR10.8 μm MSG images with resolution 600*400 pixels
contains approximately 34 Mb (of ﬂoat data type since the temperature is
measured in Kelvin, see examples on Figure 2.7). After the feature tracking
and extraction performed, this dataset can be eﬀectively reduced to a set of
attributes having 74 Kb, thus reducing the original data by the factor of 470.
This oﬀers a solution to the ‘tera-byte problem’. With the increasing power
of computers the data sets resulting from sensor observations or numerical
simulations become larger and larger. Computers are able to generate so
much data that it becomes impossible to visualize, let alone analyze every
aspect of the data. In the ﬁeld of visualization this problem of large data
sets is referred to as ‘the tera-byte problem’. The data reduction also
provides an opportunity for distributed processing – feature extraction can
be executed on a remote high performance computer, while the results,
the feature data, can easily be transferred to the client system where the
features can be visualized in real time (Samtaney et al., 1994, Reinders
et al., 2001).

3.3.4

Data structures

Along with the attribute calculation, an equally important aspect of the
feature representation is the data structure. All the extracted information
was stored in a hierarchical object-oriented data model for easy access and
process during the feature tracking. The lowest element in this hierarchy
is a feature entity (Figure 3.7). The feature entities are uniquely labeled
and have a number of methods for queering their spatial, temporal, morphometric and intensity attributes. The feature entities through a set of
overlaps/relations (i.e., events) form a more compound entity – an object
path entity (Figure 3.7). The path entity represents the traced image objects and each path consists of one or more feature entities. This is similar
to a linked-list representation of Silver and Wang (1998). Thus, each entity
at any given time can be independently queried for its range of properties
(for instance, lifetime of an object path entity) and its relationship to other
entities. This ensured an easy process and query during the feature tracking
and facilitated further visualization.
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Figure 3.7: Data model used for accessing and querying the image features and image
objects.

3.4

Summary

The scope of this chapter was to review computational methods that would
support the visual exploration of large time series of sensor data. Since
geoscientists are primarily interested in image features, a solution was to
focus on just those features – that is to automatically extract and track
them. For that purpose, the feature extraction and tracking algorithms
used in computer vision, image processing and scientiﬁc visualization were
reviewed.
Object detection and tracking steps are interconnected stages in the search
for a feature correspondence. Especially in applications in which the image intensity or shape information alone does not provide enough cues
for feature extraction, as in case of the rip channels. Then the movement might provide additional information for segmentation. However,
the image motion research, “. . . are still far away from the generic, robust and real time motion estimation” (Stiller and Konrad, 1999) especially when dealing with complex and deformable dynamic phenomena such
as clouds and rip channels. In this regard, the recent developments in
MPEG-4 (ISO/IEC/SC29/WGll, 1999) standards might oﬀer an alternative, region-based motion modelling alone with other interrelated developments in Scale-space theory (Lindeberg, 1994).
An alternative to the motion based models, the post-processing approach
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based on the overlap criteria was chosen. This provided ﬂexibility by separating the feature extraction and tracking stages. Thus, there are three clear
advantages of using overlap–based tracking. Firstly, the feature extraction
stage can take advantage of various image classiﬁcation/segmentation algorithms developed in the domain areas. Especially in cases when the features
can be easily separated using the intensity or shape information only, such
as precipitating cloud features. Secondly, the spatial overlap limits the
number of features that must be compared. Therefore, the tracking becomes a real–time process which is important for resulting visualization of
the object paths. Lastly, the spatial overlap is a useful measure for detecting the events in the history of spatial objects. Events are stages in the
evolution of the phenomena such as: continuation, creation (appearance),
dissipation (disappearance), bifurcation (split) and amalgamation (merge)
of the features (Samtaney et al., 1994).
Feature extraction leads to a huge data reduction because each feature can
be described by a small set of attributes and by relationships between the
image features (splits, merges). The transformation from the sensor data
to feature data often yields a reduction in the order of 1000. The data
reduction also provides an opportunity for distributed processing – feature
extraction can be executed on a remote high performance computer, while
the results, the feature data, can easily be transferred to the client system
where the features can be visualized in real time (Samtaney et al., 1994,
Reinders et al., 2001).
Feature extraction and quantiﬁcation contributes a rise in the level of abstraction: from data containing interesting features to data describing the
features, their states and events in their history. The number of characteristics describing each feature can be extended to add other measurements
of the statistical and spatial distribution, depending on the purpose of the
application and the events the user wants to represent. This oﬀers richer
graphical and interactive functionality that will be discussed the following
chapter.
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Chapter 4

Visualizing the evolution of
image objects
∗

Imagination gives you the picture. Vision gives you
the impulse to make the picture your own.
Robert Collier (1885-1950)

The preceding chapters discussed the framework for visual data exploration
and a number of methods for extracting and tracking the image features.
Interruption, too many motion signals and distrators all inﬂuence the exploration of the animated sequences of sensor datasets. With the tracked
image objects, the tedious and lower level visual process of detecting the
presence of small, dynamic image features is no longer a visual exploration
task, since it is performed computationally. The feature extraction and
∗

This chapter is based on the following papers:
• Turdukulov, U.D. and Kraak, M.J. Visualization of events in time-series of remote
sensing data Proceedings of 22nd ICA international cartographic conference: mapping approaches into a changing world, 2005
• Turdukulov, U.; Kraak, M. and Blok, C.A. Designing a visual environment for
exploration of time series of remote sensing data: in search for convective clouds,
Computers and Graphics, 2007, 31, 370-379
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tracking algorithm essentially simulates the human visual process. However, contrary to human visual tracking, the method detects changes in
spatial objects regardless of the number of objects present in a scene and
does not depend on characteristics like perception, experience and motivation of the observer.
Vision can now be completely devoted to a higher level visual task for which
it is very suitable: browsing through large data sets to search for spatial
and temporal patterns and relationships in the features’ dynamics. This
task can be supported by abstract and selective representations that can
be generated based on computational preprocessing of the data. Computational preprocessing is, amongst others, used to generate the quantitative
attributes of objects. These attribute sets are stored in the feature data
representation that allows the manipulation of features as individual entities and their visual exploration, i.e. the graphical presentation of features
in ways that can prompt the discovery of important traits and relationships.
Paper and pencil that were initially used for these purposes gave later
way to graphical computer screens and software. Computers enabled such
characteristics of graphical presentations that are now considered as indispensable for supporting data exploration: high user interactivity, allowance
for various transformations, and multiple dynamically linked views on the
same data such that, changes in one display are immediately propagated
to all others (Andrienko et al., 2003b). Thus, after the feature extraction
and tracking is performed, the ultimate question is: how to represent this,
now available, information in such a way that it facilitates the exploration
of time-series of sensor data? The following sections will describe various
representational and explorative techniques, resulting from the combination of feature extracting and tracking steps, and the rationale for using
the particular techniques will also be discussed.

4.1

Requirements for the exploratory environment

Chapter 2 outlined the theoretical framework and discussed the shortcomings of the existing explorative visualizations. These in turn can be translated into a set of requirements for designing such visualizations.
Firstly, the review of the current visualizations showed that the features
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were not suﬃciently represented on intermediate and overall graphics reading levels. These levels are responsible for tasks associated with comparing several image features, and with perceiving the overall trend of evolving features. When considering multiple image features in spatio-temporal
context, features also form ‘behaviours’ and ‘relationships’. Generally, behaviour refers to the actions or reactions of an object or organism, usually
in relation to the environment. In regard to the image features, feature behaviour can be reformulated as: collection of spatial (migration, growth),
temporal (appearance, disappearance) and attribute transformations that
image feature undergoes during its lifetime.
Visualization tools for such transformations should also reveal the relationships among the features in successive time steps, or events. Events are
stages in the evolution of the phenomena; example of events – appearance/disappearance, split/merge of the feature (Figure 3.4). Therefore, the
main requirement for the future visualization is concerned with the representation of features’ histories and evolutions on various abstraction levels.
Secondly, the explorative visualizations should support the ‘Overview, zoom
and ﬁlter, details on demand’ strategy for exploratory data analysis (Shneiderman, 1996, Keim et al., 2004). Analysts exploring a large spatio-temporal
image dataset typically start with general, vaguely speciﬁed goals and, thus
need to ﬁrst gain an overview of the entire dataset and identify interesting
patterns (Andrienko et al., 2003a). Users also ﬁnd it important to visually isolate part of the complex content of the series, and focus on subsets
of interest (Blok, 2005) as well as to switch back to the overview. The
overview is a key starting point in searching for patterns, for features of
interest. As mentioned earlier, the visualizations of image features should
be abstract. This is to avoid that users are overwhelmed by the complexity
of images that mimic reality, and to help them save time by concentrating
on the small and highly dynamic image objects. We have also indicated
that the visualizations should be interactive and based on quantitative data,
enabling users to explore attributes of interest. This helps to avoid that
the exploratory process is too much depending on qualitative (subjective)
input. Thus, another requisite is to incorporate the abstract representation of each feature in order to provide visual search, overview and sieve
functionality.
Lastly, all the above requires an advanced display and manipulation functionality of the represented information. Each image feature transforms si57
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multaneously in spatial, temporal and (multivariate) attribute dimensions.
Each of the dimensions needs an overview, visual search, visual comparison
and sieve functionality. Clearly, this complex and diverse information must
be partitioned into multiple representations to create manageable chunks
and to provide insight into interaction among diﬀerent dimensions and abstraction levels (Baldonado Wang et al., 2000). Thus, an essential condition
for the design of the visual environment is how to partition the available
information into multiple views and how to make relationships among these
views more apparent to the user.

4.2

Designing graphics

Within the graphic sign system image features are discrete phenomena that
can be expressed by glyphs. Glyphs (also called icons or symbols) are graphical primitives with various geometric and colour attributes for representing
many data values. One of the data values of the glyph is its position. Using
positional information, glyphs are placed into a view – a plane, a mainstay
of all graphic representations (Bertin, 1983). The view is homogenous and
has two or three dimensions. We shall start our discussion with the design
of graphical primitives and later will be placing them into multiple view
environment.

4.2.1

Glyph

One of the advantages of using feature tracking is that richer graphics can
be implemented, such as multivariate glyphs. In the case of exploratory
visualizations, the design of the glyph should take into account the aspects
of visual search and overview functionality. That is related to the number of
characteristics of the glyph that can be rapidly or pre-attentively processed.
Ware (2004) describes and divides them into four main categories: form,
colour, motion and spatial position (Table 4.1).
Since glyphs are usually expressing several data values, the critical issue
is whether more complex patterns can be pre-attentively processed. The
concept of integral vs. separable dimensions tell us when one display attribute (e.g., colour) will be perceived independently from another (e.g.,
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Visual variable
Spatial position of glyph
Colour of glyph

Dimensionality
3 dimensions: X,Y,Z
3 dimensions: deﬁned by
colour opponent theory

Shape

2–3?
known

Orientation

3 dimensions: corresponding to orientation about
each of the primary axes

Surface texture

3 dimensions: orientation,
size and contrast.

Motion coding

2–3? Dimensions largely
unknown but phase may
be useful.
1 dimension

Blink coding: the glyph
blinks on and oﬀ at some
rate

Dimensions un-

Comment
Luminance contrast is
needed to specify all other
graphical attributes
The dimensions of the
shape that can be rapidly
processed are unknown.
However, evidence suggests that size and degree
of elongation are two primary ones
Orientation is not independent of the shape. One
object can have rotation
symmetry with another
Not independent of shape
and/or orientation. Uses
up one colour dimension.

Motion and blink coding
are highly interdependent.

Table 4.1: Graphical attributes that can be used in glyph design. After Ware (2004),
p.183

size). With separable dimensions people tend to separate judgement about
each graphical dimension (Figure 4.2).
Integral dimension pairs



Separable dimension pairs

red-green
red–green
shape height
shape
colour
direction of motion
colour
colour
x, y position

yellow-blue
black–white
shape width
size
size
shape
shape
direction of motion
size, shape or colour

Table 4.2: Integral dimensions (upper) are perceived holistically, whereas separable
dimensions (lower) are perceived independently. After Ware (2004), p.180
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In classiﬁcation tasks interference of diﬀerent dimensions indicates integral data. With redundant coding (two graphical variables into a single
attribute), classiﬁcation or visual search is generally speeded for integral
glyphs (Ware, 2004). Even a simple glyph, such as a sphere, or ﬁlled circle in 2D view, has the following graphical variables to be coded into the
attribute values:
• position - can be coded into two (or three depending on the dimensions
of the view) attribute values;
• graphical variable colour can be coded into one attribute;
• and graphical variable size can be mapped into another attribute.
The last variables, colour and size, are more interfering dimension pairs
than, for instance, position and size on Table 4.2. Therefore, the use of
redundant coding can speed the overview and visual search for such dimension pairs (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Glyphs – ﬁlled circles – in 2D view. The glyphs have four graphical
variables that can be mapped into four attribute data values. Note that on the left
side of the ﬁgure, the glyphs’ two graphical variables, colour and size, are redundantly
mapped into a single attribute.

In addition, Palmer and Rock (1994) have shown that connectedness is a
fundamental Gestalt organizing principle providing more powerful grouping
principle than proximity, colour, size or shape. Connectedness can also be
used as an important visual cue, along with those mentioned in Table 4.1,
for representation of the tracked feature objects and their evolution. For
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example, connectedness clariﬁes the relationship between features on Figure 4.1 (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Connectedness is an important visual cue especially for indicating the
traced objects and relationships among image features. Compare to Figure 4.1.

More sophisticated glyph design can be employed, increasing the dimensionality of the represented attribute values. However, many of the graphical
dimensions might interfere with each other, leading to a complex graphical
feature that is not easily perceivable. Examples of such features are bivariate colour maps and Chernoﬀ faces (Chernoﬀ, 1973). Eventually, it is to
be expected that a more complete body of theory will emerge to account
for the ways in which diﬀerent kinds of visual information are combined
(Ware, 2004). Further we will restrict our discussion to relatively simple
glyph such as sphere and in the following section, the spheres will be placed
into a multiple view environment.

4.2.2

Multiple Views

Glyph design attends to the requirement of visual search and overview
functionality. Remaining requirements are concerned with design of multiple views and representing behaviour of image features. The visualization
of spatio-temporal behaviour is not new in cartography: in the late 1960’s,
the Space – Time Cube (STC) was conceptualized by Hägerstrand to represent the movement of people in space and time (Hägerstrand, 1967). This
representation was very useful for human geographers to understand the
behaviour of the people. Recently, attempts are made to utilize concepts
uncovered by STC to visualize human activity and ﬂow patterns (Kwan
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and Lee, 2003). The STC is the most suitable for the display and analysis
of paths of (multiple) individuals, groups or other objects moving through
space (Kraak, 2003).
The STC is also useful for portraying the relationships among features
in successive time-steps and events. It then overcomes main limitation
of tree node graphs commonly used for such purposes – tree graphs may
have arbitrary combinations of splitting nodes, but often no merging nodes
(Robbins et al., 2000). In addition, the STC essentially preserves the spatial
order of the evolving features, whereas the convectional graphs often omit
the spatial context, as for instance on Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Directed acyclic graph (DAG) history of the evolution of features (Samtaney et al., 1994).

Use of multiple representations enhances the behavioural visualization: it
helps to verify similarities and dissimilarities expressed in those patterns for
the same features. Linking these multiple views, enables users to rapidly
explore complex information, dynamically mix and correlate them visually.
The strength of this combination of maps and other graphics is that user
action in any of the views will result in highlighting the relevant objects in
all the other views (Kraak, 2003).
Combining the above requirements results in multiple view environments
based on the STC metaphor. The metaphor makes relationships among
these views more apparent to the user and state of multiple views consistent, thereby having positive impact on learning and comparing tasks
(Baldonado Wang et al., 2000). Thus, the visual environment that we propose consists of three interactive views; each designed to show diﬀerent
characteristics of the tracked object paths (Figure 4.4):
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• the event viewers,
• an (animated) image viewer,
• the attribute viewer.

Figure 4.4: Perceptual cues and relationships between multiple views based on the
Space-Time Cube metaphor.

All three views are made of one or several of the following graphical elements: colour, glyphs, contours, lines and images (Figure 4.5).
More detailed description of the functionality will follow after the overview
of the each component of the visual environment.

Event viewers
The purpose of the event viewers is to show the evolution of the traced
image objects by attribute values of the objects, by object paths and by
events. Image objects are represented by glyphs (spheres) with radii that
are proportional to the values of a selected attribute (e.g.: size, length,
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Figure 4.5: Hierarchy and function of graphical elements in the visual prototype.

width, orientation, image intensity). Object paths (states of an object in
several time steps) are represented by lines connecting the glyphs, essentially indicating events in the history of image objects. Examples of events
are continuation and appearance/disappearance of the phenomena.
There are two options for event representation: in 2D and 3D form. The
3D event viewer is based on the characteristics of the space-time-cube (Figure 4.6). The bottom of the cube represents geographic space, while attribute values of objects, object paths and events are drawn along the vertical time axis. The glyphs (i.e., image objects) and lines (i.e., events) are
plotted into the 3D view using the centroid co-ordinates of the associated
image objects. All the graphical elements mentioned in Figure 4.5 are used
in the 3D representation: the cube’s base is ﬁlled by an image and the
object’s contours (not visible in Figure 4.6 due to its scale). Dispersed in
the cube’s space above the base are the coloured glyphs and lines of the
paths. The graph is fully interactive in three-dimensional space to support
the best possible view, and there is enhanced functionality to ﬁlter out unwanted elements and overcome possible cluttering (discussed in more detail
in Section 4.3).
In the 2D event viewer, the spatial information is suppressed to emphasize
the object history. This means that the graphical elements image and contours are not used. The glyphs’ graphical variables, colour and size, are
displayed using the same procedure as with its 3D counterpart. 2D spatial
information is suppressed, but the spatial order of displayed image objects
can be preserved along one of its spatial dimensions. For instance on Figure 4.7 on the left, the objects’ distribution along two spatial dimensions
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Figure 4.6: 3D event viewer of the precipitating clouds. Images and contours on the
bottom of the cube mark the position of image objects in geographic space. Glyphs
above the base represent the evolution of the precipitating clouds (attribute values,
paths and certain ‘events’) in time. The radius and colour of the glyphs (spheres) is
in this example proportional to the size of the cloud object.
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was evaluated ﬁrst and then the axis that contained the largest distribution
was selected for the representation. Similarly, reduction of spatial dimensions can be archived by using other spatial re-ordering techniques, such as
direct linearization (van de Vlag, 2006) or even spatial order can be entirely
suppressed in favour of the object histories or their temporal distribution,
as on Figure 4.7 on the right.

Figure 4.7: 2D event viewer visualizing the evolution of rip channels over 50 days.
The radius of the glyphs (spheres) is proportional to the size property of the rip
channel. The colour of the glyph represents the object path ID to maintain sense of
continuity of each traced image object over time. The left view shows the spatial order
along the longest X axis, while the right view shows the rip channels ordered by their
appearances.

The event viewers represent the generalized and abstract view on the evolution of spatial objects. In order to be eﬀective in visual exploration, the
event graph is linked to other feature’s representations, in particular to
image and attribute views.
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Image viewer
The purpose of the image viewer is to provide a conventional 2D animation with additional graphics, designed to focus the user’s attention to the
objects of interest. For instance, Figure 4.8 shows result of object brushing
applied to the Image viewer (see also discussion in Section 4.3). Position,
spatial extent and movement of the objects are displayed using the graphical
elements images, contours and colour. The colour scheme used for objects
in this viewer is identical to the scheme used in the event and attribute
graphs.

Figure 4.8: The image viewer; frame 5 of the animation (28 February, 2003) is represented twice: full view (upper part) and view resulting from object brushing (lower
part). Note that contours of the brushed objects were retained and that the transparency of the image was manipulated to highlight the brushed objects in the lower
image.

The object movement can also be emphasized by projecting lines that are
connecting the glyphs on 3D Event viewer on Figure 4.6. Projected in
two spatial dimensions of the Image viewer, such connections indicate the
movement trajectory of image objects, as shown on Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: The image viewer displaying the same frame of animation twice: the
full view of the cloud objects (left) and the view of the brushed cloud objects with
superimposed movement trajectory (right).

Attribute viewer
The attribute viewer can display various statistical and morphometric characteristics of the tracked objects over time. Attribute viewer uses attribute
property and time as positional co-ordinates and colour of the line updates
accordingly to the selected attribute range. In essence, it is a time series
graph with interactivity to change displayed attributes, to select the range
of attribute values and to query the object path information (Figure 4.10).

4.3

Interactions

Interactivity is added to the visualizations to increase their exploratory role.
Besides linking the diﬀerent views mentioned in the previous section, we
implemented some controls on the visualization, helping the user to search
for objects of interest and to focus attention on the selected objects.
The main exploration tasks in the examples presented are detecting the
presence and following the evolution of the image features. Detecting the
presence of small and highly dynamic images is in our environment performed by computational preprocessing of the data, while vision (supported
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Figure 4.10: Displayed are a general overview (upper graph) and the visual query in
form of a red bounding box. The lower graph displays results of the bounding box query,
as well as a new query on the object with the negative gradient in the temperature.
The queried line in the lower graph is highlighted, thickened, and displayed with a tool
tip showing the object ID.
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by computational quantiﬁcation of the data) can be used to explore further
the evolution of image objects. The visual exploration task is supported by
attribute mapping in the event graphs and through direct manipulation of
the objects in each view.
In addition to the computation support of the tracking process, explorative
visualization should also support the reasoning process through Overview,
zoom and ﬁlter, details on demand strategy. Users involved in visual exploration tasks of large time series ﬁnd it important to visually isolate part
of the complex content of the series, and focus on subsets of interest Blok
(2005). To facilitate visual selection, we implemented an object brushing
tool. Object brushing presumes that the users are able to query by the
direct manipulation of the glyphs on all three views. Brushing works according to the ﬁltering principle: all objects that are not selected by the
user are removed from the graphical displays. The brushing tool operates in
spatio-temporal domains, allowing the user to highlight speciﬁc moments in
time (temporal selection Figure 4.11, left), areas (spatial selection – bounding box on Figure 4.11, right) or range of attribute values using bounding
box (Figure 4.10), and to view states of the objects within the selection
(Figure 4.11). Brushing operates not only on the abstract graphics (the
diﬀerent graphs), but also on the images in the image viewer and in the 3D
event graph (e.g. in lower part of Figure 4.8).
Besides the range of spatial, temporal and attribute values, the user can
now post more complex queries about behaviour of the traced objects. For
instance, it is possible to display objects that have a certain lifetime (Figure 4.12 displays objects existed longer than a three days); or display objects
with certain attribute behaviour. Figure 4.17 shows implementation of an
attribute gradient query: user can select the rate of decrease or increase in
the property of the image object and all views are updated accordingly to
show spatial, temporal and attribute distributions of such gradients. This
can be used to overcome problems of possible cluttering in the displays and
to perform a lifetime or gradient generalization and search.
Since the views are linked, brushing in one view enables a user to observe
the eﬀect of a selection in the other views. For example, in the animated
image viewer the trajectories and spatial extent of objects selected in the
event graph can be examined, while attribute graphs can display various
characteristics of the objects in time (e.g. change in area, position, intensity).
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Figure 4.11: Brushing performed on the 3D event viewer: temporal brushing displaying
objects from frame 27 downwards (left) and bounding box indicating spatial brushing
area (right).

Figure 4.12: On the left all image objects are displayed. On the right only those image
objects are displayed that have a lifetime exceeding three days.
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Figure 4.13: Functionality of the linked representations: selecting the object trajectory
in any of the three views results in highlighting it in others. Selection indicates image
currents whose orientation angle changed during their lifetime(clearly visible in the
Attribute Graph).
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4.4

User interface

Figure 4.14 displays a snapshot of the prototype in application to convective
cloud exploration. From the interface point of view, the appearance of each
view is standardized. Diﬀerences in menu options are due to the number of
graphical elements the view contains. For instance, Image Viewer and 3D
Event Viewer contain images and thus the presence of animation button
bars, image sliders and rate controllers.

Figure 4.14: The prototype displaying the evolution of precipitating clouds. The
prototype consists of four linked views: 3d Event Viewer (3dEV), 2d Event Viewer
(2dEV), Image Viewer (IV) and Attribute Viewer(AV)

.
Figure 4.15 shows the expanded menu options of the prototype. View
menu contains options to change the view properties such as an image and
a glyph’s colour tables, re-scale the glyph size and viewing its dimensions.
Attribute mapping menu contains choices to map glyph’s colour or radius
into the selected attribute. Previously described brushing and querying
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functionality is placed under the Select menu option. Thus, the consistent user interface together with state of views that are based on the STC
metaphor is intended to make the relationships between the views apparent
to the user and to reduce the impact on tool learning during the application
and further evaluation.

Figure 4.15: Menu options of the prototype

.

4.5

Application to the case studies

Both case studies are similar in a way that the users are interested in
the behaviour of the image objects, that is, in their spatial (migration,
growth), temporal (appearance, disappearance) and attribute transformations. These transformations are inﬂuenced by the environment; the environment deﬁnes the conditions for forming the convective clouds and rip
channels. The environment is a main concern of the scientists modelling
the appearance and evolution of those image features. However, prior to
understanding the environment and modelling the appearance of image features, the scientist needs to explore datasets in order to ﬁnd those speciﬁc
spatial, temporal or attribute intervals when the image features existed and
evolved.

4.5.1

Convective clouds

Convective storms result from a convection cell, which is simply an updraft
of warmer air, seeking higher altitude because it is lighter than surrounding
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air. As the air rises it is cooled adiabatically so that eventually it will reach
the same temperature as the surrounding air and come to rest. However,
before that happens, it may be cooled down below the dew point. Should
this convection column continue to develop the cloud may grow into thunderstorm or Cumulonimbus (Cb) type of cloud, from which heavy rain or
hail will result.
Since the temperature of the surrounding air drops with the rate of 0.6◦ C/100
metres, the convective types of clouds can be identiﬁed by following the top
temperature proﬁle of each precipitating cloud over time (the clouds with
large negative gradients are more likely to be convective). Convective clouds
can be observed from METEOSAT infrared channel 10.8 μm at temperatures lower than 233◦ K(−40◦ C respectively) (Laurent et al., 1998). This
visual search for precipitating clouds with negative temperature gradient
can be accomplished in the following ways:
• in the event viewers: using the redundant coding technique – two
graphical variables mapped into single temperature attribute. Redundant coding can speed the visual search for convective clouds, as
shown on Figure 4.16;
• in the attribute viewer: using the temperature proﬁle of each cloud
feature. Here the attribute proﬁle is mapped into positional information and by observing precipitating clouds with a sharp negative
trend, one can ﬁnd convective types, as shown in Figure 4.10;
• with the behavioural query: in all views by querying the cloud objects
with the negative temperature gradients in their history (Figure 4.17);
• conventional way – by observing Cb clouds in the image viewer.
Where thick and dark (due to lower cloud top temperatures) might
indicate the convections.
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Figure 4.16: Visual search or convective clouds in the STC. Glyphs’ two graphical
variables, size and colour, are mapped into a single attribute – temperature. Note,
that the size variable is inversely mapped into the temperature to enhance the search
for objects with lower temperatures. Thus, dark large objects correspond to high
altitude, cold clouds; objects with the dark and large glyphs in the presence of smaller
and redder glyphs might indicate the negative temperature gradients in their history.
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Figure 4.17: Visual query for the clouds with the negative temperature gradients in
the STC and Attribute viewer. The upper graphs demonstrate the overview and the
lower graphs display spatial, temporal and attribute distribution of the gradient query.
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Using these options, one could observe the following properties of the convective clouds:
• convections more frequently occur between frames 10 and 26 (between
12-30 and 16-30 GMT) seen in the attribute viewer, Figure 4.17;
• generally, convections last for about two frames, or 30 minutes;
• during the convection, the top temperature of the cloud might drop
up to 12◦ K in 15 minutes (e.g, the selected cloud on lower part of
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.17), with the average decrease rate of about
3◦ K/15 minutes;
• migrations during the convections are North-West-wards with a rate
of about 9 km/hour.

4.5.2

Rip channels

Morphology (and its variability) is an important end product that the models should predict. However, because sediment transport is not understood
well, prediction of morphological change is inadequate for most purposes
of interest. Breaking wave processes are only qualitatively understood and
models are crude. Rip channels are observed to be ubiquitous, but have
not been incorporated into models even though their eﬀect on the ﬂow ﬁeld
(as roughness elements) and sediment transport may be signiﬁcant.
Initial analysis showed that the rip channels are located next to the wavebreaking line that is closest to the shore. Since their cross-shore distribution
is more compact than the along-shore distribution, the 2D event viewer appears to be a very suitable representational form for overview and visual
search. It enables overview of the evolution of the traced rip objects – trajectories in space and time are represented together with many properties
of the objects, in these case: spatio-temporal paths, along-shore movement,
attribute change in time and as a result – spatio-temporal clustering (Figure 4.18).
Rip channels are known to be observed between storms because high energy
waves during the storms ﬂatten out any previous sediment accumulations.
This can be conﬁrmed by observing the event graph: for example, temporal clusters a, b and c outlined on Figure 4.18. The same clusters can be
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Figure 4.18: 2D event graph in application to visualization of the rip channels over 286
days. Graphical variables colour and size are used for object path ID and size property
respectively. ‘a, b, c’ show a few temporal clusters of rip channels’ development. See
the text for an explanation.

detected on the attribute viewer. It is also obvious that the rip channels
tend to be generated all at the same time (within about one – two days),
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Figure 4.19: Attribute graph displaying the minimum image intensities of the rip
objects. See the text for an explanation.

but ‘die out’ at diﬀerent rates. Therefore the appearance boundary of each
temporal cluster is generally sharper than the ragged disappearance boundary. The lifetime of the rip channels varies between three to seven days.
Their migrations generally have a tendency to the right side of Figure 4.18
with an average rate of 25 metres/day.

4.6

Summary

An approach was presented that couples computational methods here used
to detect and track image features - with abstract and selective visualizations of the tracked information in a single exploratory environment. Working in a single environment has many advantages. It enables progressive
knowledge construction because users can easily switch between a visual,
qualitative approach and a quantitative, computational approach to the
data. A qualitative approach can - for example - be useful for hypothesis
generation, or ﬁnding answers to vague questions, like: ‘What is happening?’ ‘Are there interesting patterns?’, while the quantitative, approach
can be used for data preprocessing, hypothesis veriﬁcation, modelling etc.
(MacEachren et al., 1999, Gahegan et al., 2002).
The four views are linked and interactive to enable object brushing and
view manipulation. This adds data mining capabilities to the visual environment: the user is helped to search for objects of interest, ﬁlter them to
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further reduce the complexity, and focus attention on the selected objects.
In particular, exploration of the essence of the object’s evolution and history are supported. Although the idea of visualizing the events and object
paths is not entirely new (e.g., in (Samtaney et al., 1994, Robbins et al.,
2000)), the novelty of the presented approach is that the representations
and their functionality are fully dedicated to support visual exploration of
large time series of remotely sensed data.
It is certainly not an exhaustive description of all the possible visual exploratory functionality. Rather it is hardly scratched the surface of what
can be visually realized if the information about the image objects is available. Potentially useful are for instance, behavioural queries. An extension
to the discussed gradient query can be a search for speciﬁc, user-given
trajectories of image objects. For instance, a search for a Gaussian like behavioural function in the object trajectories. Such functionality might be
useful for many behavioural studies. Case speciﬁc implementations might
also be a number of parameters that can be queried, even in other images and ancillary datasets and richer graphics, e.g. multivariate glyphs like
ellipsoids.
It is hoped that with the presented views and functionality, the scientists
can pay more attention to higher order visual exploration activities, and to
generating and testing hypotheses about image dynamics. However, it is
important to verify the concepts developed by user testing. Therefore, the
next step in the research will be user evaluation of the approach.
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∗

A man’s memory may almost become the art of continually varying and
misrepresenting his past, according to his interest in the present.
George Santayana (1863-1952)

Visualization assists the researcher in observing and exploring the sensor
data. Exploration is a learning process where attention, memory and graphics play an important role. Earlier, Chapter 2 indicated the reasons for the
current graphics shortcomings in supporting the exploration process. These
were mainly related to: a) to the data complexity and animations design,
containing images that are mimicking reality (Turdukulov et al., 2007) and
b) to insuﬃcient representation of image features. Chapter 3 and 4 described the approach of how the results of the feature tracking phase can
be incorporated into multiple view environment to assist users in searching
for feature of interest, in comparing several image features and in perceiving the overall trend of evolving features in the time-series. This chapter
evaluates the presented approach.
∗

This chapter is based on Ulanbek D. Turdukulov, Menno-Jan Kraak Exploratory
graphics, memory and image features: testing their relations, ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2007 (under review).
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5.1

Many faces of evaluation

Literature on the use and evaluation of (geo)visualization tools for exploratory studies, especially in relation to the time-series of sensor images, is rather sparse and is disjointed in approaches. The evaluation approaches range from pure qualitative techniques (‘to record chain of user’s
thoughts’) to statistically-oriented quantitative methods. Proponents of the
qualitative approach argue that the exploration tools can not be tested on a
small number of precisely formulated tasks – such questions are insuﬃcient
for testing the capability of tools to facilitate hypothesis generation and
knowledge construction (e.g., qualitative approach used by (MacEachren
et al., 1998, Ogao, 2002, van Elzakker, 2004, Blok, 2005)). Others select
a controlled experiment and measure user’s responses to pre-formulated
questions (e.g., (Koussoullakou and Kraak, 1992, Harrower et al., 2000,
Andrienko et al., 2002, Koua, 2005, van de Vlag, 2006)).
Evaluation approaches also vary due to the representational and interactive functionality of the tested tools. For instance, Morrison et al. (2000)
draws a sharp distinction between non-interactive and interactive animations and claims that in general animations are more eﬃcient when they
become interactive. MacEachren et al. (1998) concurrently tested controls
for map animation and map focusing – highlighting on the map numeric
attribute values from a user selected interval. They claimed the apparent advantages of animation over discrete time stepping and of focusing.
Harrower et al. (2000) assessed interactive devices for controlling map animation, so-called ‘temporal focusing’ and ‘temporal brushing’ techniques.
Their experiment did not show any superiority of the focusing and brushing tools over traditional controls in supporting pattern and trend detection
and promoting hypothesis generation. Ogao (2002) tested passive, interactive and inference-based (i.e., linked to a graph) animations and concluded
that the latter generated more practical hypothesis. In another experimental study, Andrienko et al. (2002) tested visual comparison and dynamic
linking tools of their exploratory environment, CommonGIS, and concluded
that results may be judged as successful but the functionality needed to be
appropriately introduced and to be trained to.
But largely the evaluation studies diﬀer due to their underlying research
hypothesis. One of the earliest studies was undertaken by Koussoullakou
and Kraak (1992) on the use of animated and static maps for urban air pol84
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lution studies. They detected no major diﬀerence with respect to the users
ability to retrieve correct information and perceive temporal trends. However, the response times for animated maps were faster than those for static
maps. MacEachren et al. (1998) targeted participant understanding of the
prototypes maps and controls and found that animation related controls
were used much more actively and successfully than devices for focusing
and classiﬁcation. Blok (2005) evaluated the problem-solving behaviours
of experts using the animation and concluded that the users were often
overwhelmed by the amount of displayed data. This is consistent with the
eye-tracking and change detection studies that evaluated the animations
for Type II visualization errors (missing real patterns) (MacEachren et al.,
1998): these studies reported that the users are often overwhelmed by too
many signals in the animation or by distractors whose features are perceptually more salient (Rensink, 2002, Lowe, 1999, Fabrikant and Goldsberry,
2005). See for example, Lloyd (2005) for the detailed review of the current
research related to the attention on maps and issues related to information
retrieval from the animated maps.
Thus to summarize, diﬀerences in the evaluation approaches vary due to
the nature of the dynamic phenomenon (and its observations – the spatial,
temporal and spectral properties of the sensor data), due to the diﬀerent target groups and due to the functionality of the tools that have been
tested. But largely, the weight of the above factors depends on the set up
of the research hypothesis. Earlier, in Chapter 3 and 4 the approach was
described of how the results of the computational method can be incorporated into multiple view environment to assist users in searching for feature
of interest, in comparing several image features and in perceiving the overall trend of evolving features in the time-series. Since the usability testing
addresses the relationship between tools and their users, the same principle can be applied to measure geoscientists’ ability to explore, memorize
and perceive trends in the evolution of image features with the research
prototype. Thus, to evaluate the above approach, the usability-oriented
techniques can be adopted. Since none of the above presented examples
can easily be reproduced for comparing the results with the presented in
this thesis approach, both current visual method (i.e., animation) and the
research prototype need to be used and tested against each other with similar tasks and the same test persons. The following sections describe the
set up of the test experiment and the results that were obtained from the
test.
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5.2

Test procedure

To test the research approach outlined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, both animation and research prototype are used and tested against each other with
similar tasks and the same test persons. The research prototype, discussed
in Chapter 4, tracks the image features in time-series, visualizes their evolution and provides several interactive option for controlling the image content
and exploring the evolution of image features. Figure 4.14 displays snapshot of the prototype applied to exploration of convective clouds. Typical
animation consisted of video-type controls (play forward/ backward, pause/
stop, change animation rate) and a few navigation options: zoom in/out,
translate, reset. Figure 5.1 shows a snapshot of the animation.

Figure 5.1: ‘Typical’ animation displaying the time-series of coastal morphology images
used for the test.

Note that the objective was not to test the usability of the tools but rather
to test the data learning and memorization process with the tools. However, since usability evaluation addresses the relationship between tools
and their users, the same principle can be applied to measure geoscientists’
ability to explore, memorize and perceive trends in the evolution of image
features with the tools. There are various ways where usability can be
measured as described by diﬀerent authors. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO9241-11) identiﬁed three usability measures,
which include eﬀectiveness, eﬃciency and satisfaction. Nielsen (1993) iden86
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tiﬁed ﬁve usability measures: learnability, eﬃciency, memorability, errors,
and satisfaction. Hornbaek (2006) reviewed 180 current Human Computer
Interaction studies and indicated the following most frequent measures of
eﬀectiveness, eﬃciency and satisfaction that are also adopted for this paper:
• Measures of eﬀectiveness: task completeness and accuracy of answers.
• Measures of eﬃciency: time and tool usage patterns (derived using
mouse tracking movements).
• Measure of satisfaction: standard questionnaire and user preferences.

5.2.1

Task description

The main goal of monitoring the spatial dynamics through visual exploration is to gain insight in the processes and conditions that lead to the
occurrence and behaviour of the phenomena. Here, geoscientists are mainly
interested in learning more about the appearance of phenomena, relationship in space and time between image features, causes and trends or behaviour of these features over time. Two case studies have been used that
were described earlier in Chapters 2 and 4. In the descriptions below a
reference to the test questions is given, with more details in Appendix A :
• Coastal morphodynamics: main task is to explore the evolution of rip
channels in highly dynamic coastal zones. Rip channels are dangerous
swimming sites and therefore, the exploration helps the users not
only warn about them, but also in understanding and associating rip
channels with other relatively well known coastal phenomena: waves
and sediment transport. Rip channels exist between storms because
high energy waves during the storms ﬂatten out any previous sediment
accumulations. Also, rip channels tend to be generated all at the
same time (usually within 1 - 2 days), but they disappear at diﬀerent
rates. Therefore the appearance boundary of each temporal cluster
is generally sharper than the ragged disappearance boundary. Thus,
the test tasks in rip channel exploration must be related to: ﬁnding
temporal clusters (intervals) when the rip channels existed (question
1) and selecting rip channels with the longest lifetime in those clusters
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(question 2) and observing the migration rate and size variation of
those samples (question 3).
• Meteorology: main task is monitoring, nowcasting convective clouds
and studying the conditions in which the convections are formed.
Nowcasting is the short term forecasting about potentially dangerous
weather phenomena that are usually ‘not caught’ by the long–term
forecasting models. Convective clouds are highly dynamic phenomena
that last for about 30 minutes (corresponding to two images of the
MSG satellite) and can cause severe weather conditions. Thus, the
test tasks in exploring the convections must be related to the locating
of convections: ﬁnding the temporal intervals when convections are
formed (question 1), selecting clouds with the steepest and longest–
lasting convections in each cluster (question 2) and observing the
migration rates of those convections (question 3).
The sequence of questions outlines the data exploratory levels: overview,
zoom, details and were mainly oriented at temporal aspects of sensor data.
Tasks were reﬁned and agreed with the representative domain experts before the test began. Appendix A shows the test questions and questionnaire
used for collecting the test subjects background information.

5.2.2

Datasets

To reduce the learning eﬀects, the datasets explored during the test were
only used once. Therefore, for each case study, three datasets of diﬀerent
dates but with the same spatial coverage and same temporal duration were
used. One datasets aimed for the tool familiarization stage to allow test
participants to explore the user interfaces and menu options of the animation and the prototype. The next two were used for the actual test with
varying succession of the animation and the prototype. Datasets had the
following dimensions:
• three sets of coastal morphology images with resolution: 1201 pixels *
281 pixels * 50 days. These were extracted from the larger set of 286
images displayed on Figure 4.18: days 170–220 were used for the for
familiarization purpose; days 1–50 for the ﬁrst tool and days 51-100
for the second tool;
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• three sets of MSG satellite images for convective cloud test. Datasets
had the following resolution: 500 pixels * 600 pixels * 33 frames and
were acquired between 10-00 and 18-00 GMT on 27 July 2006 (for
familiarization purpose), 23 April 2007 (for the ﬁrst tool) and 24
April 2007 (for the second tool) respectively.

5.2.3

Test persons

In order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the selected visualization methods, a
user group of both domain experts and novice users was chosen. The novice
user group (eleven persons) consisted mainly of PhD students working with
time-series of remote sensing data; however none of them were exposed to
coastal morphology data before. The expert group consisted of three PhD
students involved in monitoring the rip channels on the daily basis. To get
inside into the second case study, two meteorology experts were available
for the test. Among all the tested persons, one expert and two novice
users have used neither animation nor time-series of sensor data before, see
Table 5.1.

5.2.4

Test sessions

The test sessions took place at diﬀerent locations and times. On average,
the test lasted for two hours and consisted of three sessions: introduction,
tool familiarization and an actual test. During the introduction, which
took approximately 20 minutes, each participant was told about the case
study, the prototype, the objective of the test, and what participants were
suppose to do during the test. The time scheduled for familiarization with
the prototype was 25 minutes and about 5 minutes for ‘playing’ with the
animation. Here participants were asked to explore on their own every
part of the software, user interface and all menu options. After the initial familiarization stage, participants were exposed for 10 minutes to the
sample tasks that represented the actual test questions. Thus, we made
sure ‘that users understand the purpose of the tools and can operate them’
(Andrienko et al., 2002). After the test persons were acquainted with the
tools, they were left to execute the test tasks independently. To reduce
the tool learning eﬀect and to discourage the cooperation between adjacent
participants, the tool sequence was varied among the test persons. At the
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Test person
C1
C2
R1
R2
R3
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
N10

Animation experience
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Time-series experience
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
N
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Field of study
Meteorology
Meteorology
Coastal morphology
Coastal morphology
Coastal morphology
Natural resources
Urban planning
Natural resources
Hydrology
Earth Sciences
Cartography
Cartography
Hydrology
Hydrology
Hydrology

Occupation
lecturer
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd
phd

Table 5.1: Test subjects, their background and experience. Test groups denote as: ‘C’– cloud expert, ‘R’– rip channel expert,
‘N’ – novice test person respectively.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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end, participants were asked to complete the questionnaire as their ﬁnal
assignment.

5.3

Test results

At the end, fourteen full test results were obtained. Two out of sixteen
test persons (N10 and N11) gave up the test when they were using the
animation. Results of one of the above drop out test persons (N11) were
discarded in the following analysis. The rest of the fourteen participants
performed the test exhaustively and enthusiastically.

5.3.1

Eﬀectiveness

Eﬀectiveness is measured in terms of completeness of answers and the accuracy of the responses. In coastal morphology case, the tasks and answers
were agreed with the domain expert before the test. Therefore, the eﬀectiveness indicators were simply derived by comparing test answers to the
expert’s knowledge. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 shows that the answers that were
given by the test participants agreed well with the expert’s conclusions.

Completeness
One major diﬃculty in measuring the task completion rate was related to
the exploratory nature of questions and their overview, zoom and details
hierarchical structure. Thus, the outcome of the ﬁrst question (number of
temporal clusters) would inﬂuence the completeness of the following questions (ﬁnd the longest existed rip channel in each cluster). Therefore, to
take into account the nature of the question, the following weighted scheme
was adopted: 1 (100% rate) shows fully answered question; rates greater
than 1 (greater than 100%) indicate that a test person provided several alternative options or additional temporal cluster(s) (in % equal to a number
of alternatives provided, Table 5.2).
Table 5.2 shows that six out of fourteen participants (including three experts) indicated less temporal clusters while they used the animation as
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Figure 5.2: Temporal boundaries of rip clusters (in days) for ﬁrst task in a sequence.
Vertical lines indicate boundaries that were pre-deﬁned by the expert. The Y axis
refers to the test persons and tool they used in Task 1. Among test persons: ‘C’ refers
to cloud expert, ‘R’– to rip channel expert, ‘N’ – to novice test person respectively.
‘A’ denotes the animation, ‘P’ – the prototype.

their exploratory tool. Only one such test person provided less temporal
cluster when he used the prototype (N2). Also, four out of fourteen participants (including two experts) gave extensive answers by providing several
alternatives (N4, R3) or by providing an extra temporal cluster (R2, N7)
when they used the prototype. Similarly, two out of fourteen tested people presented an extra temporal cluster while utilizing the animation (N5
and N6). Consequently, the average task completion rate was higher when
participants were using the prototype (Table 5.2).

Accuracy of answers
Figure 5.4 shows errors of detecting temporal clusters. Half of the participants had a higher error rate in the animation than in the prototype.
The same trend is observed in the mean error values per task sequence
and per tool (Table 5.3). The absolute values of the mean errors have
decreased with the second task showing that the participants have learnt
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Figure 5.3: Temporal boundaries of rip clusters (in days) for the second task in a
sequence. Vertical lines indicate boundaries that were pre-deﬁned by the expert. The
Y axis refers to the test persons and tool they used in Task 1. Among test persons:
‘C’ refers to cloud expert, ‘R’– to rip channel expert, ‘N’ – to novice test person
respectively. ‘A’ denotes the animation, ‘P’ – the prototype.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16

TP
C1
C2
R1
R2
R3
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
N10
Average

AQ1
0.5
0.3
0.75
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.2
1.2
0.75
0.75
0.75
0
0.81

AQ2
0.25
0.3
0.75
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1.2
0.75
0.75
0.75
0
0.75

AQ3
0.25
0.3
0.75
1
1
1
0.67
0.67
1
0.25
1.2
0.75
0.75
0.75
0
0.69

PQ1
1
1
1
1.2
1
1
0.75
1
1
1
1
1.2
1
1
1
1.01

PQ2
0.3
1
1
1.2
1
1
0.75
1
1.5
0.5
1
1.2
1
1
1
0.97

PQ3
0.3
1
1
1.2
1
1
0.62
0.67
1
0.25
1
1.2
0.84
1
1
0.87

Table 5.2: Tasks completion rate (see text for explanations). ‘PQ’ implies ‘Prototype
Question’, whereas ‘AQ’ means ‘Animation Question’. Test groups denote as: ‘C’–
cloud expert, ‘R’– rip channel expert, ‘N’ – novice test person respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Cumulative errors (in days) in deﬁning the appearance and disappearance
borders of rip channels.

the phenomena in their ﬁrst task and were more accurate in the following
task. On the contrary, the relative error diﬀerence between the tools in the
second task has increased. Although it was inﬂuenced by a few outliers
(i.e., N7 and N3), the trend remained constant even when those results
were excluded.
Task 1
Animation Prototype
R2
9
R1
7
R3
7
N1
9
N2
6
N6
8
N3
16
N7
11
N4
9
N8
4
N5
9
N9
8
N10
9
Mean 9.3
8

Task 2
Animation
R1
7
N1
4
N6
7
N7
11
N8
5
N9
7
Mean

6.8

Prototype
R2
4
R3
6
N2
6
N3
2
N4
4
N5
4
4.3

Table 5.3: Cumulative errors (in days) per task and per tool in deﬁning the appearance
and disappearance borders of rip channels.

Similar error tendency is observed when the participants were locating the
rip channel with the longest lifetime (Figure 5.5 and Table 5.4).
Results of the test that involved identifying appearance/disappearance intervals of convective clouds conﬁrm the trend of the coastal data exploration. Both cloud experts delineated less temporal clusters (Figure 5.6)
and demonstrated diﬃculty in locating the clouds with the steepest and
longest-lasting convections while using the animation.
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative errors (in metres) of locating the longest existed rip channel
in each temporal cluster.

Task
Animation
R2
150
R3
100
N2
700
N3
200
N4 1700
N5 1200
Mean

675

1
Prototype
R1
100
N1
0
N6
100
N7
550
N8
100
N9
300
N10
200
192.9

Task 2
Animation
R1
300
N1
1200
N6
250
N7
1751
N8
102
N9
200
Mean

633.8

Prototype
R2
150
R3
150
N2
100
N3
100
N4
450
N5
250
200

Table 5.4: Cumulative errors (in metres) per task and per tool of locating the longest
existed rip channel in each temporal cluster.

Accuracy analysis of the third question concerning the migration rates of
the selected image features (and their size variation in rip channels case) had
insigniﬁcant diﬀerences between the tools. This is largely due to the fact
that these spatial properties were easy to observe in the animation (which
is also included in the prototype in the form of Image Viewer and 3d Event
Viewer, see Figure 4.14 ) and that the prototype had also additional option
of displaying the co-ordinates of the queried image features.
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Figure 5.6: Temporal boundaries of convective clouds (in frame numbers). ‘C’ refers
to cloud expert, ‘A’ denote the animation and ‘P’ – the prototype.

5.3.2

Eﬃciency

Timing
In the test, the actual answer time and the completeness of answers are
related issues: an incomplete answer would require less time. In order to
make the timing comparable, the actual answer times must be compensated
by the completeness factors presented on Table 5.2. Average actual answer
time per tool session was 23.5 minutes with periods ranging from 8 minutes
to maximum of 40.8 minutes. A method to compare the answer times and
to avoid the individual diﬀerences is to take ratio of the ﬁrst session period
to the second.
Table 5.5 summarizes the proportions for both actual (row) and compensated answer times. It shows that the novice test persons (n=9) generally
had longer duration with the ﬁrst tool than they had with the second, disregard of the tool – average ratio of ﬁrst tool usage time to the second is
1.72 and 1.53 for raw and compensated intervals respectively, see Table 5.5.
This seems to be obvious as they were familiarizing with the phenomena in
their ﬁrst session. However, when the sequence was ‘animation–prototype’,
novice participants gave faster answers with the prototype than the average
ratio (Mean A/P = 2.05, n = 4, Table 5.5). However, when the sequence
was ‘prototype–animation’, novice tester responded slower with the ani96
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mation than the average ratio (Mean P/A =1.45, n=5). This trend also
preserved when the answer times were weighted by the completeness factors
(Table 5.5).

Total Mean
Mean of A/P
Mean of P/A

Raw time
Novice
Expert
1.72
1.0
2.05 (n=4) 0.84 (n=3)
1.45 (n=5) 1.24 (n=2)

Compensated time
Novice Expert
1.53
0.96
1.83
1.33
1.29
0.95

Table 5.5: Summary of answer times: Mean ratio of ﬁrst tool time to the second. ‘A’
denotes the animation, ‘P’ indicates the prototype. ‘P/A’ indicates the order of tool
use.

In raw times, the expert participants demonstrated the opposite tendency
– they were slower responding while using the prototype than the average
value. This implies that the experts are generally accustomed to exploring
the phenomena using animations. However, the diﬀerence between two
sequences in experts’ group disappeared after the completeness weights have
been applied: average ratio became around 0.96, mean of A/P was 1.33 –
but largely due to an expert participant that had no previous experience
in using the animation (C2). Excluding that person, all the compensated
proportions on the right side of Figure 5.7 are around one, indicating that
the experts could learn the prototype in 25 minutes and were able to utilize
the prototype as fast as they did the animation.
The ratio of the ﬁrst tool time usage to the second also varies within the test
questions. Figure 5.7 shows that the ﬁrst question had a highest diﬀerences
in time between two tool sequences (n=14) and this diﬀerence was gradually
diminishing towards the third question. This indicates the trend that the
ﬁrst question took longer time to answer with the animation than with the
prototype ( Mean A/P is large than the overall mean); towards the third
question participants were able to get answers as fast, or even faster in raw
times, with the animation than with the prototype.

Tool usage patterns
Tool usage patterns of the prototype were derived from the mouse movement observations presented in Appendix B. Table 5.6 summarizes these
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Figure 5.7: Summary of answer times per question for all participants (n=14): mean
ratio of ﬁrst tool usage time to the second. Raw times are displayed on the left graph,
compensated times are on the right.

observations and shows that 2d Event Viewer (2dEV) was used most frequently (96.2 minutes), followed by the Attribute Viewer (AV) (90 minutes). Their combination was also the preferred strategy in answering the
test questions. As expected, the 3dEV was used more frequently in case of
convective clouds (Table 5.6). Mouse movement data revealed that cloud
experts utilized the 3dEV mainly in the beginning of the session to check
the cloud tracking results. For that purpose, coastal experts mainly relied on the Image Viewer (IV). Once the tracking was conﬁrmed, experts
diverted their attention to the interactive options of 2dEV and AV graphs.
Only two (novice) participants (N3 and N2) out of all sixteen tested persons used no interactive menu options at all. Highlighting objects in several
views (without ﬁltering other objects) was the most frequently exploited
option (109.6 minutes). ‘Behavioral’ brushes – selecting image objects by
their lifetime or by gradients in their history – was the second preferred option. Brushing objects by their IDs was mainly utilized when participants
were answering the third question. The less attended interactive options
were ‘Temporal brushing’, ‘Attribute mapping’ and ‘Animate’ (both manually sliding images and rate-controlled animation). Except of one novice
participant, the ‘Animate’ option was mainly used by the expert group to
examine the tracking results or to conﬁrm their answers. Mouse movement
data indicate, that the novice participant (N7) that used the animation
functionality of the 3dEV applied it in manual mode to measure the appearance/disappearance boundary of the selected objects. The rest of the
novice participants completely ignored the dynamic aspect of animation in
3dEV and in IV views (Table 5.6).
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12.3
6.6
0.4
2.3
40.8

1.5

10.8
1.9

3dEV
2.9
2.3

2dEV
8.8
7.7
6.9
5.8
4.9
3.5
3.5
9.4
6.3
2.8
8.2
11.8
13.3
3.4
96.2
7.9
3.0
3.0
8.6
2.1
10.6
90

AV
6.9
19.7
6.5
5.3
10.2
6.4

2.34

26.1

4.7
8.1
27.69

2.1

6.59
5.45

0.59
1.45

0.3

AV+2dEV
0.75

AV+IV

2.9
8.6
2.0

0.9

3.8
0.5

IV
1.7
2.6
3.3

7.43

1.4

4.7

1.33

3dEV+AV

1.18

0.33
0.85

IV+AV+2dEV

Table 5.6: Time (in minutes) spent by the test persons using the views of the prototype and their combinations. The views of
the prototype are denoted: 3d Event Viewer – 3dEV, 2d Event Viewer – 2dEV, Image Viewer – IV and Attribute Viewer – AV.
Combinations of views are displayed that were shared at least by two or more participants.

C1
C2
R1
R2
R3
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
Total
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5.3.3

Satisfaction and preferences

All participants recorded high overall level of satisfaction with the prototype. Average satisfaction score was 4.3 (Table 5.7) on scale from 1 –
totally unsatisfactory, 2 – somewhat unsatisfactory, 3 – neutral, 4 – moderately satisfactory, to 5 – satisfactory. Satisfaction with the prototype
compared to the animation varied for each test question. Participants were
satisﬁed with the prototype while answering the overview question (average score is 4.3), equally or slightly more enjoyed when comparing several
image features (4.4) and had the lowest satisfaction scores (i.e., moderately
satisfying – 4.0) for the question associated with focusing on the selected
object and observing properties and movements.
As it was mentioned earlier, two out of sixteen test persons gave up the
test when they were using the animation. Interestingly, it happened when
they had the animation as their second tool. According to the participants
the reasons were: ‘Diﬃcult to accomplish this task using the animation’ or
‘Became too confused’.
Regarding the comments, rip channel experts were mainly concerned with
the connection to the extraction stage (‘Interactive link to the extraction algorithm’, Table 5.7) and choice of parameter associated with the rip extraction stage. None of the two cloud experts commented about the extraction
of precipitating cloud. Interestingly, none of the novice and expert participants commented on the tracking algorithm and accuracies associated with
the tracking.
Various comments regarding the user interface, interactive options and better integration between the views of the prototype were received.

5.4

Summary

There are always a few uncertainties remaining when conducting such exploratory tests even though the tests were carried out in a controlled environment – that is with the same set of exploratory tools, exploratory
questions and test persons. The major source of uncertainty is a number of
test persons and presence of outliers that inﬂuenced the test results. Other
issues are related to the eﬀects of data and question familiarization. It
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4
3

5
4
5
5
5

5

4

4
4

5
5

5
4
3
5
3

5

5

4
4

R2

R3
N1

N2
N3
N4
N5
N6

N7

N8

N9
N10

Mean4.4 4.3 4.1

4
4

5

5

3
4
5
5
5

5
0

Table with locations that could be viewed
next to visualizations. Also for velocities.

A tool that you click on rip channel and you
get X, Y, T co-ordinates

No

No
A button in 3D view to get to 2D view.
Coarse axis labeling
Brushing option needs improvement

Key with pop-up info of the clicked object,
better views integration
Interactive link to the classiﬁcation stage..
Easy way to rotate 3d to several 2d options:
top, side1, side2.

Better integration between selections
Option, like number of rips at certain time

Suggestions

Diﬃcult to accomplish this task using the
animation

No
No
No
Was satisﬁed with Q2 and Q3 only because it was
more accurate with the prototype
Was satisﬁed – did not need to use both hands to
follow the rip channels like in animation

Diﬃcult to see directions of movement

Study cases lead to diﬀerent functionalities - some
options are ineﬃcient for rip tracking goals
Depends too heavily on extraction algorithm

Comments

Table 5.7: Test subjects feedback: satisfaction scores, suggestions and comments.

4.3

3
4

4

5

5
4
5
5
3

4
5

5

3

5

C1
C2
R1

4

Q1 Q2 Q3 Overall
4
4
4
3
4
5
4
4
5
5
4
4
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is clear from the results that the test persons learnt the phenomenon and
formed the question-answering strategy during their ﬁrst task. Such uncertainty was reduced (but not eliminated) for the answer times by using ratio
of the ﬁrst tool usage to the second. However, in this way the individual
diﬀerences between the test persons remain. In addition, the eﬀect of this
learning on other test measures is not known. Another aspect of uncertainty in this controlled experiment is related to the issues of datasets: to
the eﬀect of exploring the same dynamic phenomena utilizing the same set
of tool but using for instance, longer or shorter time-series.
However overall, the test supports the notion that the image feature representation should be maintained in the exploratory visualizations. In contrast to the animation (which only represent elementary feature reading
level), prototype’s feature representation gives access to feature’s intermediate and overall reading levels. These levels assist the user in searching for
features of interest, in comparing several image features and in perceiving
the the overall trend of evolving features in the images.
The ﬁrst two questions of the test were speciﬁcally targeting these levels.
Six out of fourteen participants supplied incomplete answers by indicating a
lower number of temporal intervals while using the animation. This trend
is also shared by the expert group (three out of those six were experts).
Average time responses were faster using the prototype for the ﬁrst two
questions. Average error rate in detecting the boundaries of those clusters
was higher in the animation. In the question that involved the comparison
of several image features, participants of both groups who used the animation had the higher error rates in locating the longest existed rip channel.
The same trend can be conﬁrmed in experts that were detecting convective
clouds in the animation: less temporal intervals and diﬃculty in comparing
and locating the longest–lasted and the steepest convections.
However, on the elementary (spatial) reading level – i.e., focusing on particular image object and following its migration rate, there was no apparent
tendency. Participants responded equally fast and equally accurate with
both tools. Also, according to the satisfaction levels, this task has received
the lowest satisfaction score in the prototype (moderately satisfying compare to the animation).
The participants had a short exposure to many interactive options and
multiple views of the prototype. Nevertheless, fourteen out of sixteen par-
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ticipants actively exploited menu options and combinations of various visual
queries. With respect to the comments received, the rip channel experts
were mainly concerned with the prototype’s connection to the extraction
stage and with the choice of the parameter associated with the rip channel
classiﬁcation. This shows the direction to further research: that a fully
integrated visual exploratory environment should allow users access to the
extraction stage, change parameter or extraction methods (such as for instance in Lucieer and Kraak (2004)), and see the eﬀects on tracking results
in real time.
To summarize: the test participants provided faster and more complete
and accurate answers for the ﬁrst two questions using the prototype than
the animation. They were also more satisﬁed with the prototype than with
the animation when answering these questions. The results support the
initial hypothesis – that representing image features and their evolution
assist users in comparing several image features, in perceiving the overall
trend of evolving features and in locating the features of interest in the
time-series. However, more extensive testing is needed, especially among
the expert users, to gain insight into the experts’ usage of the prototype
and their problem–solving strategies.
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All motion is cyclic. It circulates to the limits of its possibilities
and then returns to its starting point.
Robert Collier (1885-1950)

In this study, an approach to visual exploration of time-series of sensor
data has been proposed. Sensor image repositories are becoming the fastest
growing archives of spatio-temporal information that is only projected to
grow through the twenty-ﬁrst century. This continuous data ﬂow leads to
large time-series and accordingly, geoscientists are often confronted with
the amount of data that need to be explored and the phenomena, present
in time-series, to be understood and modelled.
The approach describes exploration as a process where attention, memory,
graphics and behaviour of the represented phenomena are interrelated. It
outlined the framework of how graphics can assist memory and attention by
representing image features and their evolution. A computational method
is proposed for detecting and tracking the image features in time-series
and extracting their attributes. These attributes are input for a multiple
view environment in which the user has access to various reading levels
of the represented graphical information. These levels, as the evaluation
test showed, facilitate the search, comparison and perception of the overall
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trend of evolving features in the images. More speciﬁcally this study has
targeted the following research objective:
1. Why and when the current visualizations were not an eﬀective exploratory medium for time-series of sensor data?
2. What interactive and visual functionality was needed for exploring
the time-series of sensor images?
3. What role should computational support play in providing those functionalities?
4. How to incorporate the required functionality that would make the
patterns to be readily perceived and cognition ampliﬁed or in other
words, that would make the visualization more eﬀective?
This chapter discusses the results of each research question with regard to
their implications in supporting the geoscientists exploration and analysis
of sensor data.

6.1

First and second research objectives

The ﬁrst two research objectives dealt with the questions why and when
the current visualizations were not an eﬀective exploratory medium for
time-series of sensor data and what interactive and visual functionality was
needed for exploring the time-series of sensor images.
Chapter 2 outlined the framework of visual exploration of the time-series
of sensor data, and identiﬁed missing links in the present process. The
exploration was deﬁned as a process where attention and memory of the
observer, graphics and the behaviour of the depicted phenomena are all
interrelated. According to Bertin (1983), the main role of graphics is to
facilitate memorization and to guide visual search in the data. He deﬁned
three main functions of graphics: inventory – when graphics is a storage
that replaces human memory – corresponding to elementary graphic reading
level; processing – when information is still comprehensive but graphics
becomes ‘processed’ for easier memorization and comparison – intermediate
graphic reading level; and message – when graphics becomes a form that
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inscribed in human memory – overall level. To understand the graphical
information is to visually memorize one or several images (Bertin, 1983).
Visual memorization is also linked to a number of components that data
contain. Thus following Bertin (1983), an eﬃcient graphic can be deﬁned
as the one that provide access to all reading (memorization) levels of all
data components that need to be explored.
Analysis of sensor data components revealed that to in order to facilitate exploration, an image feature should be represented on various reading levels.
In time-series of sensor data, temporal dimensions shifts the user’s focus
from the data components – thematic, spatial and temporal data properties, towards a knowledge and evolutionary component – image features,
their lifetime and their evolution (Mennis and Peuquet, 2003, Peuquet,
2002, 1999, Rana and Dykes, 2003). When multiple highly dynamic features are considered, they often exhibit ‘relationship’ and form ‘behaviours’
and therefore, such feature component needs an explicit representation. If
represented, the reading levels can assist users in searching for feature of
interest, in comparing several image features and in perceiving the overall
trend of evolving features in the time-series. The review was further supported by case studies of remote sensing data exploration where the users
were primarily interested in identifying, tracing and perceiving the evolution of two highly dynamic image features – rip channels and convective
clouds.
Next, the existing visualizations were evaluated for their eﬀectiveness for the
given case studies. When dealing with spatio-temporal data, cartographers
have three main types of visual representation to explore the time-series of
remote sensing data: a single static image/map, a series of static maps, and
animations (Kraak, 2000). It soon became apparent that existing visualizations often rely on memory and are suitable rather for a small number
of features with apparent and structured behaviour like urban growth, or
shrinkage of forest areas. With a more complex phenomenon the users are
bombarded with rapid sequences of changing image features that need to
be sieved and tracked in space and time (Monmonier, 1992). Reliance on
the user’s memory, interruption, too many motion signals and distrators,
all limited the access to intermediate and overall reading levels of feature
component in time-series of raster images.
Functionality was needed that would extract image features, trace them
over time and represent their evolution and provide search options for fea107
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tures of certain behaviour. One way to include this functionality was by
providing computational support to the visual exploration process.

6.2

Third research objective

The scope of this research objective was to review computational methods
that would support the visual exploration of large time series of sensor data.
Since geoscientists are primarily interested in image features, a solution was
to focus on just those features – that is to automatically extract and track
them. For that purpose, the feature extraction and tracking algorithms
used in computer vision, image processing and scientiﬁc visualization were
reviewed in Chapter 3.
The post-processing tracking approach based on the overlap measure was
adopted in this study. It was preferred due to a number of criteria. Firstly,
the feature extraction could beneﬁt from various image segmentation algorithms that have been already developed in the domain areas. Especially
in cases when the features are easily separable from the time-series using known (geo)physical properties, as in the case of precipitating cloud
features. Secondly, the spatial overlap limited the number of features that
must be compared; therefore, the tracking became a real-time process which
was important for the resulting visualizations. Lastly, the spatial overlap
was a useful measure for detecting events in the history of spatial objects.
Events are stages in the evolution of the phenomena such as: continuation,
creation (appearance), dissipation (disappearance), bifurcation (split) and
amalgamation (merge) of the features (Samtaney et al., 1994).
Feature extraction concentrates on occurrence, quantiﬁcation and analysis of the dynamic spatial phenomena. It leads to a large data reduction
because each feature can be described by a small set of attributes and by
relationships between the image features (splits, merges). The transformation from the sensor data to feature data often yields a reduction in the
order of 1000 or more. The data reduction also provides an opportunity
for distributed processing – feature extraction can be executed on a remote
high performance computer, while the results, the feature data, can easily
be transferred to the client system where the features can be visualized in
real time (Samtaney et al., 1994, Reinders et al., 2001). With the extracted
features, the tracking algorithm essentially simulates the visual process.
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However, contrary to visual tracking, the method detects changes in spatial objects regardless of the number of objects present in a scene and does
not depend on characteristics like perception, experience and motivation of
the observer. Thus, the resulting image objects can now be emphasized in
the visualizations with rich graphical and interactive exploratory functionality.

6.3

Fourth research objective

The objective of the fourth research question was to ﬁnd ways of eﬀectively combining the information that resulted from the tracking method
into a visual exploratory environment. With the extracted image features,
the tedious and lower level visual process of detecting the presence of small,
dynamic features is no longer a visual exploration task, since it is performed
computationally. Vision can now be completely devoted to a higher level
visual task for which it is very suitable: browsing through large data sets to
search for spatial and temporal patterns and relationships in the features
dynamics. This task can be supported by abstract and selective representations that can be generated based on computational preprocessing of the
data. Computational preprocessing is, amongst others, used to generate
the quantitative attributes of objects. Explicit quantitative representation
of states of the phenomena is important for monitoring and modelling processes based on multi-temporal images.
The proposed multiple view environment based on Space – Time Cube
metaphor was introduced in Chapter 4. The four views of the prototype
are linked and interactive enable object brushing and view manipulation.
Dynamic linking enables progressive knowledge construction because users
can easily switch between spatial, attribute and temporal–oriented feature
analysis. Feature representation added visual data mining capabilities to
the visual environment: the users were supported to search for features of
interest, sieve them to further reduce the complexity, and focus attention
on the selected objects. In particular, exploration of the essence of the
object’s evolution and history were supported. However, it was important
to verify the developed concepts by user testing.
Series of users test conducted involving expert and novice participants
which are described in Chapter 5. Two exploratory tools were tested: ‘typ109
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ical’ animation and the research prototype developed during this study.
Two described case studies have been used with similar set of exploratory
question: ﬁnding the temporal clusters when the image features are existed
(question 1), selecting features with the speciﬁc properties in each cluster
(question 2) and observing the migration rates of those selected features
(question 3).
The ﬁrst two questions of the test were speciﬁcally targeting the visual
search and overview levels. Six out of fourteen participants supplied incomplete answers by indicating a lower number of temporal intervals while
using the animation. This trend is also shared by the expert group. Average
time responses were faster using the prototype for the ﬁrst two questions.
Average error rate in detecting the boundaries of those clusters was higher
in the animation. In the question that involved the comparison of several
image features, participants of both groups who used the animation had
the higher error rates in locating the longest existed rip channel. The same
trend can be conﬁrmed in experts that were detecting convective clouds
in the animation: less temporal intervals and diﬃculty in comparing and
locating the longest–lasted and the steepest convections. But, on the elementary (spatial) reading level – participants responded equally fast and
equally accurate with both tools. Also, according to the satisfaction levels, this task has received the lowest satisfaction score in the prototype
(moderately satisfying compare to the animation).
Thus, the test participants provided faster and more complete and accurate
answers for the ﬁrst two questions using the prototype than the animation.
They were also more satisﬁed with the prototype than with the animation
when answering these questions. This shows that the prototype’s interface
and functionality had a positive impact on participant’s tool learning and
was persistent with their previous knowledge. Thus overall, the test results
supported the initial hypothesis – that representing image features and their
evolution assist users in comparing several image features, in perceiving the
overall trend of evolving features and in locating the features of interest in
the time-series.
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6.4

Research prototype

One of the results of this study is the creation of the research prototype.
The prototype is a part of the research output with the objective to provide most of the interactive and visual functionality discussed in the thesis.
The prototype was built to extend the visual exploration capabilities of
the image processing environment. Interactive Data Language was chosen as a platform due to its image processing and visualization capabilities
(www.ittvis.com). The prototype can run independently (as a Virtual Machine application) or as plug-in to IDL/ENVI image processing and visualization software.

6.5

Recommendations for further research

Number of issues emerged while pursuing this study.
Firstly, since the scope of this study was on presenting functionality of a
visualization environment for exploring the evolution of image features, the
present study did not focus on integration of the feature extraction process
into the visual prototype. But as the tests indicated, the rip channel experts
were mainly concerned with the prototype’s interactive connection to the
extraction stage. This suggests the direction to further research: that a
fully integrated visual exploratory environment should allow users access
to the extraction stage, change parameter or extraction methods, and see
the eﬀects on tracking results in real time. However, this connection in
a truly exploratory context should not be bound to a single extraction
method, even the most appropriate, but rather it should be linked to the
entire image segmentation functionality.
Secondly (and in relation to the above), object detection and tracking steps
are interconnected stages in the search for a feature correspondence. Especially in applications in which the image intensity or shape information alone does not provide suﬃcient evidence for feature extraction, as
in case of the rip channels. Then the movement might provide additional
information for segmentation. In this regard, the recent developments in
MPEG-4 (ISO/IEC/SC29/WGll, 1999) standards might oﬀer an alternative, region-based motion modelling alone with other interrelated devel111
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opments in Scale-space theory (Lindeberg, 1994). Closer ties are needed
with the motion–based segmentation studies that would resolve many of
the issues concerning feature description and its movement in 3D world
and consequently, its accurate representation.
Thirdly, this study has mentioned that the visualization of the dynamic
phenomena is partly a function of its behaviour and number of features to
explore. Steady behaviour of a few image features such as, urban growth
or shrinkage of forested areas, are reported to be perceived well in the animations and static maps (i.e., in MacEachren (1995), Harrower (2003)).
Consequently, if behaviour of the phenomenon can be measured and quantiﬁed, then the most suitable visualization can be suggested to ﬁt phenomenon’s behaviour. This can be a research direction towards designing
of ‘intelligent’ visualizations.
Fourthly, the visualizations in the presented examples were often generic
targeting the framework of sensor data exploration rather than the actual case studies. For the visualization to be operational and usable in
real–world case studies, it needs to pass through several iterative cycles of
usability evaluation and re–design stages. That might aﬀect issues such
as the attributes that the users in the particular domain areas would like
to observe, the methods in which those attributes can be displayed – i.e.,
glyphs and views that are accepted in that knowledge domain. Nevertheless, it is believed that the framework essentially will remain unchanged
since these usability improvements will be based on information available
about image features and their evolution.
Lastly, more extensive testing is needed, especially among the expert users.
Both tested group of experts evaluated the research prototype positively,
used the prototype equally fast as the animation (which they use on daily
basis) and actively exploited menu options and multiple views of the prototype. This indicates that the prototype’s functionality was consistent with
their previous knowledge and had a positive impact on their tool learning.
However more evaluation is needed to gain insight into the experts’ usage of
the prototype and their problem–solving strategies. This is a major source
of improvements to the prototype, as well as inspiration for any further
geovisualization research.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Have you worked with nearshore geomorphology data before?
Yes. How long: _______
No
2. Do you work with time-series of remote sensing data?
Yes
No
3. Are you familiar with ENVI/IDL environment?
Yes
No
4. Are you familiar with animations?
Yes. In which circumstances have you used animations?
_______________________________________________________
No
5. Overall, how would you rate working with the application?
satisfied
moderately satisfied
neutral
somewhat unsatisfied
totally unsatisfied
6. Overall, how would you rate the usefulness of the application compared to the animation
(using the above grading: satisfied, moderately satisfied … etc.)?
for question 1 _______________________
for question 2 _______________________
for question 3 _______________________
7. What, in your opinion, has to be improved in order to make the application more useful?
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Figure A.1: Questionnaire to collect the test persons feedback and their background
information.
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The VP. Files to use: T: /Ulan/Tasks 1/
Rip channels exist between storms because high energy waves during the storms flatten out any previous
sediment accumulations. Rip channels also tend to be generated all at the same time (say, within 1 - 2 days),
but die out at different rates. Therefore the appearance boundary of each temporal cluster is generally sharper
than the ragged disappearance boundary.

Questions:

1. Keeping the boundaries in mind, find temporal clusters (intervals) when the rip channels existed.
What are the starting and ending days of each interval?
Start Time:____

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

End Time:_____

________________________________________________________________

2. Observe the lifetimes of rip channels. Which rip channels have the longest lifetime in each time
interval (please provide the starting X,Y,T location of the rip channel)?
________________________________________________________________
Start Time:____
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End Time:_____

3. For the longest existed rip channel in each time interval indicate:
o

a) average migration rate (meters/day) and migration direction (left-straight-right)

Start Time:____

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

o

b) average size variation over time (draw on the graph below)

Size (100% = max Size)

100 %

80 %
60 %
40 %

20 %

End Time:_____
80 %

60 %

40 %

20 %

100 %

L if e t im e o f t h e r ip

1

Figure A.2: Task description for exploring the rip channels. In this example the
prototype is followed by the animation.
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Animation. Files to use: T: /Ulan /Tasks 2/
Rip channels exist between storms because high energy waves during the storms flatten out any previous
sediment accumulations. Rip channels also tend to be generated all at the same time (say, within 1 - 2 days),
but die out at different rates. Therefore the appearance boundary of each temporal cluster is generally sharper
than the ragged disappearance boundary.

Questions:

4. Keeping the boundaries in mind, find temporal clusters (intervals) when the rip channels existed.
What are the starting and ending days of each interval?
Start Time:____

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

End Time:_____

________________________________________________________________

5. Observe the lifetimes of rip channels. Which rip channels have the longest lifetime in each time
interval (please provide the starting X,Y,T location of the rip channel)?
________________________________________________________________
Start Time:____
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End Time:_____

6. For the longest existed rip channel in each time interval indicate:
o

a) average migration rate (meters/day) and migration direction (left-straight-right)

Start Time:____

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

o

b) average size variation over time (draw on the graph below)

Size (100% = max Size)

100 %

80 %
60 %
40 %

20 %

End Time:_____
80 %

60 %

40 %

20 %

100 %

L if e t im e o f t h e r ip

2
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Animation. Files to use: T: /Ulan/Tasks 1/
Questions:
1. Observe the convections in precipitating clouds. In your opinion:
o
are there any temporal interval(s) that the convections seem to be ‘clustered’ around?
Please provide the starting and ending frames of the interval(s)?
________________________________________________________________
Start Time:____
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End Time:_____
________________________________________________________________

2. Observe the convections in those intervals. In your opinion:
o
o

which convection lasted the longest in each time interval (please provide the starting
X,Y,T location of the longest convection in each interval)?

which convection has the steepest temperature gradient in each time interval? (please
provide the starting X,Y,T location of the shortest lasted convective cloud in each interval)?
________________________________________________________________

Start Time:____
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End Time:_____
________________________________________________________________

3. For each of these two (the longest and the steepest gradient) convections, in each time interval,
kindly indicate: average migration rate (pixels/frame) and migration direction (N-S-W-E /none)
Start Time:____

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

End Time:_____

1

Figure A.3: Task description for exploring the convective clouds. In this example the
animation is followed by the prototype.
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The VP. Files to use: T: /Ulan /Tasks 2/
Questions:
4. Observe the convections in precipitating clouds. In your opinion:
o
are there any temporal interval(s) that the convections seem to be ‘clustered’ around?
Please provide the starting and ending frames of the interval(s)?
________________________________________________________________
Start Time:____
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End Time:_____
________________________________________________________________

5. Observe the convections in those intervals. In your opinion:
o
o

which convection lasted the longest in each time interval (please provide the starting
X,Y,T location of the longest convection in each interval)?

which convection has the steepest temperature gradient in each time interval? (please
provide the starting X,Y,T location of the shortest lasted convective cloud in each interval)?
________________________________________________________________

Start Time:____
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End Time:_____
________________________________________________________________

6. For each of these two (the longest and the steepest gradient) convections, in each time interval,
kindly indicate: average migration rate (pixels/frame) and migration direction (N-S-W-E /none)
Start Time:____

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

End Time:_____

Thank you!

2
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Mouse movement logs
Mouse movements were recorded using CamStudio – a free streaming
video software available at http://www.camstudio.org/. Note, that the test
person N10 did not record his mouse movements.

Table B.1: Mouse movements of test person C1.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

1
2
3

3dEV
IV
3dEV

2:56:30
2:56:40 0:10
2:56:50 0:10
2:58:15 1:25

6

AV

3:00:20

2:05

7

AV

3:01:00

0:40

9
10
11
12

AV
AV
AV
AV

3:01:35
3:02:00
3:02:25
3:03:00

0:35
0:25
0:25
0:35

Interpretation

Generates 3dEV, positions
Generates IV, positions next to 3d
Rotates 3dEV, maps radius to “Min intensity” property, enlarges
Generates AV, selects negative gradient
starting from (-4), going up to (-10) and
ﬁnally choosing (-10)
Changes gradient to (-8) //Seems to be
writing an answer...
Temp interval (11-16 frames)
Select by lifetime (6)
Again select time interval (11-16)
Lifetime (2)
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13
14
15
16
17
18

AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
3dEV

3:04:00
3:04:00
3:05:00
3:06:00
3:07:00
3:07:05

1:00
0
1:00
1:00
1:00
0:05

19

2dEV

3:08:00

0:55

20

2dEV

3:08:00

0

21

2dEV

3:12:00

4:00

22

2dEV+AV

3:12:40

0:40

24

2dEV+AV

3:12:45

0:05

25
26

AV
AV

3:13:15
3:14:00

0:30
0:45

27
28
29

AV
AV
2dEV

3:15:00
3:15:50
3:17:20

1:00
0:50
1:30

30

2dEV

3:18:00

0:40

32
35

AV
AV

3:20:55
3:21:05

2:55
0:10

37

AV

3:25:40

4:35

38

AV

3:28:00

2:20

40
41
42
44
46
48

3dEV
3dEV
3dEV
2dEV
2dEV
IV

3:28:05
3:28:20
3:29:10
3:29:50
3:3 0
3:30:10

0:05
0:15
0:50
0:40
0:10
0:10
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Interval (11-16)
Gradient (-7)
Select by lifetime (6)
Select by ObjID - and closes
Selects “ﬁnger” and points on the Obj 76
Quickly check the selection of the Obj 76
on 3dEV and returns back to AV
Generates 2dEV -Select by ObjID -enters
value (76)
Points on objID 76 and reads upper X,Y,T
(406, 167, 21) co-ordinates
Points to on bjID 76 and reads lower
X,Y,T (410, 170, 14) co-ordinates
Clears selections in 2dEV and AV views ,
selects by gradient (-5)
Stays in zoomed time interval (11-21) and
points on obj 80 in AV (highlighted in
2dEV)
Zooms out to the full temporal extent
Several times (3-4) opens and closes the
dialog box “Select by ObjID”
Zooms in and out several times (3)
Selects by ObjID (48)
Tries to get info about obj 48 - brushes
that object
Points on the lowest glyph of the obj
48 and reads co-ordinates (361, 52, 11).
//Seem to be writing an answer
Selects time interval (17-20)
Selects gradient (-2) and tries to select time
(17-20)
Selects time interval (17-20) and lifetime
(2). And again..
Repeats the above for 3 more time and
writes an answer..
Closes all views, except for 3dEV
Brushes obj 48 in 3dEV..
Selects time interval (11-16)
Opens 2dEV, brushes the obj 48
Reads X,Y,T of obj 48 (355, 48, 11)
Loads selected obj 48 into an animation for
conﬁrmation

Chapter B. Mouse movement logs

49
50

IV
2dEV

3:31:30
3:32:20

1:20
0:50

Changes rate to 10 f/ps
2dEV - switches from animation, checks
once more the co-ordinates of the brushed
obj 48

Table B.2: Mouse movements of test person C2.
View

Time

1

3dEV

3:27:00

Period
of use
0

2

3dEV

3:27:50

0:50

3

3dEV

3:28:50

1:00

4
5
6

2dEV
2dEV
IV

3:28:55
3:3 0
3:3 5

0:05
1:05
0:05

7
8

AV
AV

3:30:25
3:31:00

0:20
0:35

9

3dEV+AV

3:31:15

0:15

10

3dEV+AV

3:32:20

1:05

11

AV

3:32:40

0:20

12
13

AV
AV

3:33:20
3:34:00

0:40
0:40

14

AV

3:34:05

0:05

15

AV

3:35:00

0:55

16

AV

3:35:00

0

17

AV

3:36:10

1:10

18

AV

3:37:00

0:50

Interpretation
Generates 3dEV, enlarges view and zooms
in
Maps Color and Radius of glyph into
”Size” attribute
Changes image plane location manually
(forward button in 3dEV)
Generates 2dEV
Maps colour and radius to ’Min Intensity’
generates IV and manually goes through
time reaches 5th image and leaves
Generates AV, looks at gradient (-1)
Changes gradient from -1 to -15 and stops
at -5
3dEv was still open, so with the gradient
-5 looks shortly at 3dEV and AV ( 15 sec)
3dEv -positions sideways (like 2dEV) and
goes back and forth between AV and 3dEV
Makes mouse movement around temporal
cluster 11-15
AV gradient from -5 to -8 and back to -5
AV - gradient (-2) and back to -5 -probably,
looking for the cluster ending in frame 15
Plots line and colour into ’Min temperature’ property
Changes gradient back and forth (from -1
to -9). Finally chooses -4
Makes mouse movement around cluster
2-15 frames and later conﬁrms that by
changing gradient to -1
Agrees on 1st cluster (2-15)? and moves
mouse around possible the second cluster
(17-22). Probably, writes an answer...
With -1 gradient is still selected, selects
time interval (7-15), and points on obj 16
and obj 128
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19
20

AV
AV

3:38:00
3:39:10

1:00
1:10

21

AV

3:4 0

0:50

22
23
24
25
26

AV
3dEV
2dEV
IV
IV

3:40:35
3:41:00
3:41:30
3:42:00
3:43:45

0:35
0:25
0:30
0:30
1:45

27

2dEV

3:44:20

0:35

28
29

AV
AV

3:44:55
3:45:30

0:35
0:35

30

AV

3:46:50

1:20

31
32

AV
AV

3:53:25
3:53:50

6:35
0:25

33

AV

3:55:16

1:26

34
35

2dEV
AV

3:55:48
3:57:41

0:32
1:53

36
37

2dEV
AV

3:58:00
3:59:20

0:19
1:20

38
39

2dEV
AV

3:59:58
4:00:54

0:38
0:56

40
41

2dEV
2dEV

4:01:00
4:03:00

0:06
2:00
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AV–Select by objID–obj 16 and obj 128
Clears selections AV and chooses (-1) gradient, followed by temporal brush of interval (2-15)
Changes gradient to max (-21) to Selectthe
steepest, clicks on it to get its objID (121)
Adds obj 121 to the selected objects
Checks the selection in 3dEV
Checks the same selection in 2dEV
Loads obj 121 in IV
Animates, searches for interval when
brushed obj 121 existed. Stops at frame
16 to read its co-ordinates
2dEV selects ”ﬁnger” and reads X,Y,Z of
obj 121
Clears selection..
Selects gradient (-1) and points on the object. Due to a slow response -navigates
away before getting its ID..
Select by ObjID – Enters values from 1 to
29. Clears selections..
Discovers Color–ObjID option in AV
Browses through objects and stops on obj
35
Clears, gradient (-1), time interval (2-15)
and points on Obj 35 anyway.. //The
choice is made?
Reads co-ordinates of obj 35
Clears, gradient (-1), interval 17-22, clicks
on Obj 135
Reads co-ordinates of obj 135
Selects interval (17-22), gradient (-1). Realizes that interval isn’t working for gradients, chooses only gradient . Enters value
of (-18) and clicks on obj 135
Reads co-ordinates of obj 135
Once more, gradient (-1) and looks at all
objects in 17-22 interval. Clicks on the line
which is again 135*
Conﬁrms that on 2dEV and writes answer..
Reads upper and lower co-ordinates obj
135 (without brushing other objects)
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42

AV+2dEV

4:06:47

3:47

43

AV+IV

4:07:08

0:21

44
45

AV
2dEV

4:09:03
4:10:51

1:55
1:48

46

IV

4:11:07

0:16

47

Av+IV

4:14:10

3:03

Clears, selects gradient (from -1 to -18,
stops at -1), points on obj 135 and checks
in 2dEV
Loads 135 in AV and checks its movement
in IV
Selects interval 2-15, then obj 35
Checks its (35th obj) starting and ending
co-ordinates
Loads obj 35 and checks its movement in
animation, again, manually controls the
slider
Checks gradient (-1) and checks obj 121.
//Sudden doubts in steepest convection?

Table B.3: Mouse movements of test person R1.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

Interpretation

1

2dEV

3:3 0
3:31:05

0

IV

3:31:40

0:35

3
4

2dEV
IV

3:31:50
3:32:40

0:10
0:50

5
6
7

AV+2dEV
IV
AV+IV

3:32:45
3:33:00
3:33:20

0:05
0:15
0:35

8
9
10
11

IV

1:35

2dEV
2dEV

3:34:20
3:34:30
3:35:10
3:35:55

Generates 2dEV, orders by appearances,
then by topology
Manually brings to frame 4, observes for
10sec, brings to frame 16 and observes for
10 sec
Shortly observes for 10sec
Browses through the series in IV, probably
looks at the quality of extraction?
Shortly checks with 2dEV and AV,
...but returns quickly to IV.
Shortly checks with 2dEV and AV, but returns quickly to IV.
Checks interval 43-49 and writes answer?

2

0:40
0:45

12

AV

3:36:10

0:15

13

AV

3:36:50

0:40

14

2dEV

3:37:20

0:30

15
16

AV
2dEV

3:38:00
3:38:50

0:40
0:50

Selects Time interval 4-19
Selects ”ﬁnger” and points on obj 2 and
adds to the selection ’basket’
Observes the highlighted object 2 on AV,
counts number of time steps?
Select by ”Lifetime..” and enters value
(15). Writes answer?
Changes time interval 25-39 days and adds
those objects to the selection
Loads selected objects in interval 25-39.
Among the selected interval, picks up a few
(4) objects
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17

AV

3:39:10

0:20

18

AV+2dEV

3:39:20

0:10

20

AV+2dEV

3:42:40

3:20

21

AV+2dEV

3:43:00

0:20

22

AV+2dEV

3:44:00

1:00

24
25
26

2dEV
2dEV

3:44:00
3:44:00
3:47:20

0
3:20

27

2dEV

3:47:50

0:30

28
29

2dEV
AV+2dEV

3:48:00
3:49:40

0:10
1:40

30

AV

3:54:15

4:35

Loads selected in AV and observes intervals, moves AV to the right of the 2dEV
Clears, points on a few objects in 2dEV
and sees highlight in AV
2dEV–”Lifetime..” –value (9). Points to
on bjID 46 and reads lower X,Y,T coordinates, compares with the upper object
(obj 72), but checks in lifetime dialog by
entering (10) (obj 72 has shorter lifetime)
probably writes answer
Both in 2dEV and AV selects by ”lifetime..” (value 10). Clears selection and
zooms out in 2dEV and compares it with
AV where are still lifetime objects are displayed..
Selects interval 43-49, zooms. Loads temporal selection and chooses ”Lifetime..”,
writes answer
Clears previous selection
Selects ”Select by ObjID and enters (2),
reads upper and lower co-ordinates
Clears selection, and this time directly
points on the obj 46 to reads its coordinates
Does the same as above for the obj 111
Points in 2dEV on obj 46 and 111 and
highlights on AV to see size variations
Directly selects by objID, enters (2), (46),
(111) and observes size variations

Table B.4: Mouse movements of test person R2.
Viewer
1

2dEV

Period
of use
15:23:52 0

2

AV
AV
AV+2dEV

15:24:30 0:38
15:25:15 0:45
15:27:50 3:20

3
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Time

Interpretation
Generates 2dEV, enlarges, zooms, translates..
Generates AV, enlarges, zooms, translates
Looks at it for about 40 sec
Switches between 2dEv and AV views 16
times.. Finds clusters and checks them in
both views? Each time mouse moves upper
in boundary of class in 2dEV and in AV.
Writes an answer?
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4

AV

15:28:00
15:28:45 0:45

5

AV+2dEV

15:28:50 0:05

6
7
8

AV
15:29:10 0:20
AV
15:30:45 1:35
IV+AV+2dEV 15:31:05 0:20

9

IV+AV

15:32:30 1:25

10

AV

15:33:40 1:10

11

2dEV

15:34:00 0:20

12

AV+2dEV

15:36:00 2:00

13
14

2dEV
2dEV

15:37:00
15:37:40 0:40
15:38:50 1:10

15

2dEV

15:39:50 1:00

16

2dEV

15:40:50 1:00

17

2dEV

15:41:30 0:40

18

2dEV

15:42:30 1:00

Selectby Lifetime –Changes values between
4-7 and stays on 6
Points on obj 24 in AV and quickly checks
in 2dEV
Clears, and selects Lifetime (8)
and stays for 30 sec in AV
Points on obj 15 in AV and quickly checks
it on 2dEV and in IV
Looks for obj 24 in IV. Doesn’t know that
he can ”brush” that object - trying to relate its location in IV based on the position
in 2dEV. After 4 attempts, ﬁnds obj 24 in
IV and reads its co-ordinates
Selects by lifetime (6) and this time looks
at 2nd cluster
Does the same as in the above in the 2dEV
-lifetime(6)
Again, switches between these views selects object in 2nd cluster -2 candidates:
obj 71 (1000 , 15) and obj 65 (2900,15).
Does the same for other remaining clusters
Selectby Lifetime –enters value (6)
Points on objID 18 and reads upper X,Y,T
(692,191,4) co-ordinates -1st cluster, probably writes answer
Points to on bjID 65 and reads lower
X,Y,T (396, 158, 17) co-ordinates -2nd
cluster, probably writes answer
Points to on bjID 105 and reads lower
X,Y,T (606, 177, 32) co-ordinates -3d cluster, probably writes answer
Points to on bjID 117 and reads lower
X,Y,T (578, 1817, 36) co-ordinates -4th
cluster, probably writes answer
Clears lifetime selection and Points to on
bjID 154 and reads lower X,Y,T (621,180,
50) co-ordinates -the last, 5th cluster,
probably writes answer
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Table B.5: Mouse movements of test person R3.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

1
2

15:51:00
IV+AV+2dEV 15:51:50 0:50
AV
15:53:20 1:30

3

AV

15:54:00 0:40

4

IV

15:54:50 0:50

5

AV

15:55:30 0:40

6

IV

7

AV

15:56:15 0:45
16:05:00
16:06:45 1:45

8

AV

16:09:25 2:40

9
10

AV
2dEV

16:09:40 2:55
16:10:50 1:25

11

2dEV

16:11:20 0:30

12

2dEV

16:11:40 0:20

13

2dEV

16:12:20 0:40

14

2dEV

16:13:20 1:00

15

2dEV

16:14:20 1:00
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Interpretation

2dEV, IV, AV-enlarges, zooms
Plots “Size”, “Angle” properties. Lifetime
–changes values from 2 to 7 back to 1
Observes clusters in AV - removes ”Lifetime..” dialog box and looks for 30 sec
Animates for 2 runs (rate=1)//Conﬁrming
what she saw in AV???
Switches between views, in AV -maps ”Angle” attribute
Runs animation for 1 run (rate 1f/ps)
Lifetime (6) and points on some object.
Maps attribute to ”Size”
There is a long pause in the test - no mouse
movements at all: test person was interrupted for 3 minutes
Plots “Ratio ” property
With Lifetime (6) selected, orders by appearance and back to spatial order
Points to on bjID 15 and reads lower
X,Y,T (437, 166, 3) and upper (452, 158,
10) co-ordinates..
Points on objID 18 and reads upper X,Y,T
(692,191,4) co-ordinates -1st cluster, probably writes answer
Points on objID 85 and reads its coordinates -2nd cluster, probably writes answer
Points to on objID 105 and reads lower
X,Y,T (606, 177, 32) co-ordinates -3d cluster, probably writes answer
Points to on objID 117 and reads lower
X,Y,T (578, 1817, 36) co-ordinates -4th
cluster, probably writes answer
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16

IV

16:16:30 2:10

Loads objects selected above and uses animation to conﬁrm the movement? (2 runs,
rate 1 f/ps)

Table B.6: Mouse movements of test person N1.
View

Time

1
2

AV

11:14:27
11:17:10 0:02:43

3

AV

11:18:43 0:01:33

4
5

IV
3dEV

11:19:10 0:00:27
11:20:29 0:01:19

6
8
9

3dEV+AV
AV
3dEV+AV

11:22:10 0:01:41
11:22:43 0:00:33
11:23:17 0:00:34

10

3dEV+AV

11:25:43 0:02:26

12

Period
of use

11:27:30

13

3dEV

11:29:21 0:01:51

14

3dEV

11:30:05 0:00:44

15
16

2dEV
AV

11:32:13 0:02:08
11:32:26 0:00:13

17
18
19
20

2dEV
AV
2dEV
3dEV

11:33:30
11:34:49
11:35:07
11:41:18

0:01:04
0:01:19
0:00:18
0:06:11

Interpretation

Opens AV, enlarges and looks for 2min,
writes answer to Q 1
Find by Lifetime–Enters values one by one:
10, 7, 6, 3 days
Opens IV, enlarges and closes
Opens 3dEV, enlarges, rotates to the ”top”
view (like IV), puts next to the AV
In 3dEV –Lifetime (12). Observes
Lifetime (8), clicks on obj 46 and obj 2
Lifetime (4), clears selection in 3dEV and
clicks on a few lines in AV to see them highlighted in 3dEV
AV–Lifetime (10) and in 3dEV –Find by
ObjID (46), writes answer to Q 2
Answer sheet indicates starting time 11:26,
but seems he reads the question ﬁrst for
about 1.5 min
Object (2) was selected previously (and
3dEV is still in a top view) - tries to read
its migration rate
Clears view, moves slider manually
through time, opens 2dEV
Select by objID (2), reads its co-ordinates
Clicks on the obj 46 in AV to get its ID
and returns to 2dEV
Reads co-ordinates of obj 46
Lifetime(4), gets ID of the obj 111
Reads co-ordinates of obj 111
Maps glyph’s colour and radius into ”Size”,
enters one by one objID (2,46,11) and
writes answer?

Table B.7: Mouse movements of test person N2.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

Interpretation
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1

2dEV

12:54:00
12:56:04 0:02:04

2
3

2dEV

12:07:00
12:10:38 0:03:38

4
5

2dEV

12:12:00
12:15:42 0:03:42

Generates 2dEV, positions in the middle,
looks and writes answer? No other interactions
2dEV is still open. Looks for clusters moves mouse in 2dEV. No other interactions
2dEV is still open. Looks for clusters mouse moves in 2dEV. No other interactions

Table B.8: Mouse movements of test person N3.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

1

2dEV

12:06:00
12:06:59 0:00:59

2
3

2dEV+3dEV
3dEV

12:17:00
12:17:40 0:00:40
12:18:50 0:01:50

4

2dEV

12:20:08 0:02:28

Interpretation

View is maximized, few mousse movement
to outline temporal clusters, no interaction.
Q6
Switches between views
Moves slider in 3d EV down manually,
switches to AV and ﬁnally chooses 2dEV
Observes 2dEV and writes answer, no
other interactions

Table B.9: Mouse movements of test person N4.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

1

2dEV

11:44:40
11:44:56 0:00:16

2

AV

10
11
12

AV
AV
2dEV

11:47:13
11:47:00
11:47:20
11:48:00
11:48:50

13

3dEV

11:49:00 0:00:10
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0:02:17
0:00:20
0:00:40
0:00:50

Interpretation

Generates 2dEV, observes shortly for 10
sec
Generates AV, maximizes and writes Q 4..?
AV is still maximized, so observes
Selects Lifetime (2-6-7)
Selects Lifetime (7) and reads co-ordinates
of objects from the view, without clicking
on it..
Shortly switches between views -3dEV (10
sec)
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14

IV

11:49:50 0:00:50

15

2dEV

11:50:50 0:01:00

16

3dEV

11:51:21 0:00:31

17
18

3dEV
11:52:09 0:00:48
3EV+AV+2EV 12:04:46 0:12:37

18

2dEV

12:04:00
12:08:11 0:04:11

19

AV

12:12:44 0:04:33

and IV (30 sec) - explores menu options,
switches to 2dEV
Lifetime (7), clicks on Obj 15, shortly
discovers that can’t select objects in IV,
switches to 3dEV
Sees the highlighted obj 15 and rotates 3d
to ”top” view -to read co-ordinates.
Brushes objID 15 on 3dEV
Till the end of Q 5, she pursuits the following strategy: Selecting objects by Lifetime
(2-3-4-5-6-7) in AV, checking the longest
one in the cluster in AV (objects 15-18-71105-117) and observing those objects ﬁrst
in 2dEV and then in ”top” view in 3dEV
Sequentially uses Select by objID (15-71105-117) and reads their co-ordinates
Does the same in AV to read their size variation

Table B.10: Mouse movements of test person N5.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

Interpretation

1
2
3

AV
2dEV

10

2dEV

15:44:00
15:44:05
15:46:10
15:47:00
15:47:00
15:49:00

0:00:05
0:02:05
0:00:50

Opens all views, maximizes the AV
Observes AV, writes answer
Lifetime (7 -8 -9)

0:02:00

Observes 3 selected (7-8-9) objects or reads
the questions? -no movements
Clears, Selects Lifetime (8), observes for 30
sec
Till the end: uses combination of views and
Lifetime (8) option in each view

11

AV

15:49:55 0:00:55

12

AV+2dEV

15:52:00 0:02:05

10
11
12

AV
IV
AV

15:59:00
15:59:25 0:00:25
15:59:48 0:00:23
16:03:01 0:03:13

13

2dEV

16:06:00 0:02:59

14

AV

16:09:24 0:03:24

Lifetime (8) observes shortly 20 sec
Opens, zooms in right-up corner, closes
Looks at 3 objects with lifetime¿ 8 days
for 1min, then maps lines into ”Angle”
property and looks for about 1 min
Lifetime ¿ 8 days, reads co-ordinates of 3
objects with for 1min
Maps lines into ”Size” property and writes
answer??
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Table B.11: Mouse movements of test person N6.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

Interpretation

1
2

2dEV

0:00:39
0:00:46
0:04:39

0:00:07
0:03:53

Generates 3dEV and 2dEV
On 2d, points one by one on objects:
2,4,1,7,2,10,9,18,19, - ﬁrst cluster, then
on 53,52, 54, 46, 56, 59 -2nd cluster;
121,117,128,127 -3rd. Seem to be following strategy: click on object -reads it coordinates and guesses temporal cluster?
Writing answer - sheet indicates this time.

10

2dEV

0:05:01
0:07:05

0:02:04

11

2dEV

0:07:46

0:00:41

12

2dEV

0:09:20

0:01:34

Selects Lifetime (2, 8, 9, 14, 16 -not valid),
sees longest rip object 2 -points and reads
co-ordinates
Selects Lifetime (5,7,8,9,10) sees the
longest in 2nd cluster and reads its ID
Selects Lifetime (5, 4) and points on
longest object in 3rd cluster (obj 111),
reads its co-ordinates

18
19

3dEV+2dEV

0:10:00
0:10:18
0:11:19

0:00:18
0:01:01

20

AV

0:14:20

0:03:01

21

IV

0:17:13

0:02:53

22

2dEV+IV

0:18:51

0:01:38

23

3dEV

0:31:05

0:12:14
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Find by objID (111)
Points on brushed object in 2d and views
highlighted in 3d.. Observes..
opens AV, brushes by obj ID (111), maps
’Angle’ property, then ’length’ - looking for
way to ﬁnd migrations
Tries IV -brings to 44th frame, locates obj
111 (by colour and by pointing on object
and reading its ID)
Uses combination of 2 views to check the
obj 111 (still brushed in 2d) - no interaction -just observing..
Till the end: uses Select by objID and enters one by one objIDs (111, 46, 2) and observes orbs properties -did not check what
property is selected!!! Writes answer to size
question
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Table B.12: Mouse movements of test person N7.
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Viewer

Time

Period
of use

Interpretation

1
2

2:10
3dEV
3dEV

0:00:40
0:00:46
0:06:21

0:00:06
0:05:35

IV

0:09:26

0:03:05

Generates 3dEV
Moves image slider (manually) - trying to
locate temporal clusters using image slider
as a ’measuring’ device
Uses IV to conﬁrm the answers? - manually browses thorough images, writes answer?

3

10

3dEV

0:10:08
0:10:30

0:00:22

11

AV

0:11:12

0:00:42

12

3dEV

0:11:46

0:00:34

13

3dEV+AV

0:20:59

0:09:13

14

IV

0:23:31

0:02:32

15

AV

0:24:40

0:01:09

0:26:04
0:27:28

0:01:24

18

19

2dEV

0:28:32

0:01:04

20

IV

0:31:30

0:02:58

21

2dEV

0:42:15

0:10:45

23

AV

0:49:02

0:06:47
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Explores options of 3dEV to answer 2nd
question: points on two longest objects,
checks the temporal brush
Maps “Length” property, observes, points
on the longest rip in 2nd cluster, brushes
it and highlights..
Observes highlighted object in 3d, brushes
it, moves image slider
Figures out the strategy: AV is used for
pointing on the longest rip in each cluster (just pointing no lifetime brush!) and
brushing that object on 3d and reading its
co-ordinates
Quickly checks his answers in IV and writes
answer (no mouse movement for 2 min)
Quickly checks two objects in AV -points
on them
Looks for strategy to answer 3rd question:
Checks ﬁrst AV, plots ’Length’, switches to
3d, switches to IV and ﬁnally stays at 2d.
Clears, observes objects, points on object
( 2) and adds to selected
Brushes the selected object ( 2) and manually moves slider to observe its movement
Points on objects in 2d and reads ther coordinates, write answer. Brushes by objID in 2dEV - enters IDs and reads coordinates. Uses combination of pointing
and brushing by objID in 2dEV to get his
answers
Till the end: uses Select by objID and enters one by one objIDs (111, 46, 2) and
observes size property in AV...Writes answer?
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Table B.13: Mouse movements of test person N8.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

1

2dEV

11:11:27
11:11:45 0:00:18

2
3
4

2dEV
2dEV
2dEV

11:12:12 0:00:27
11:14:09 0:01:57
11:15:21 0:01:12

5

2dEV

11:15:55 0:00:34

6

2dEV

11:17:00 0:01:05

7

2dEV

11:18:20 0:01:20

10

2dEV

11:18:50
11:20:30 0:01:40

11

AV

11:21:19 0:00:49

12

2dEV

11:24:02 0:02:43

18

AV+2dEV

11:25:15 0:01:13

19
20

3dEV
2dEV+3dEV

11:25:37 0:00:22
11:26:28 0:00:51

21

IV

11:28:28 0:02:00

22

2dEV+IV

11:32:28 0:04:00

Interpretation

Generates 2dEV, enlarges, maps radius to
”Mean Intensity” attribute
Changes radius of glyphs (increases by 1)
Lifetime (4-5-3) and ﬁnally chooses (4)
Time interval. Changes lower value from 01-7-5 and ﬁnally chooses (5-51). Observes
for 40sec
Time interval (4-19), observes //1st cluster
in her answer..
Time interval (25-51), observes for 20 sec,
time interval (25-38) //2nd cluster in her
answer..
Time interval (46-49) //3rd cluster in her
answer..
Time interval (5-21), clicks on obj 2, opens
other view..
AV displays the selected objects in time interval (5-21). Explores menu option, plots
‘Width’ property,
Lifetime (2-4), observes shortly about 30
sec, Lifetime (5), reads location of the obj
2, Clicks on it
Sees highlighted obj 2 in AV with the
‘Width’ property?
Opens 3dEV, enlarges
Selects objects in 2dEV and tries to locate
them in 3dEV. Rotates 3d to diﬀerent
sides and stops at ”top” viewSwitches to
IV
Opens IV, loads temporal selection made
previously..
Understands that she can select object in
2dEV (by objID or directly by clicking on
them) and load that selection in IV. Does
that for the objects indicated in answer
sheet.
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24

AV

11:33:15
11:34:13 0:00:58

25

2dEV

11:36:15 0:02:02

26
27

AV
2dEV+AV

11:36:30 0:00:15
11:40:00 0:03:30

Plots “Length” property and observes for
30 sec
Clicks one by one on the objects. (2dEV
glyph’s with radius = “mean intensity”!),
thinks.
Plots “Size’ property.
Strategy: clicks in 2dEV on object, observes size variation of the highlighted in
AV and writes answer?

Table B.14: Mouse movements of test person N9.
Viewer

Time

Period
of use

1

2dEV

11:11:03
11:11:39 0:00:36

2
3

AV
2dEV+AV

11:12:00 0:00:21
11:16:34 0:04:34

4

AV

11:18:12 0:01:38

5

AV

11:20:00 0:01:48

6

AV

11:20:40 0:00:40

7

AV+2dEV+3dEV11:22:50 0:02:10

8
10
11

AV
3dEV
AV

11:24:39 0:01:49
11:24:59 0:00:20
11:25:49 0:00:50

12

3dEV

11:26:38 0:00:49

18
19
20

AV
AV
2dEV

11:27:30
11:28:10 0:00:40
11:31:00 0:02:50
11:32:20 0:01:20

21

3dEV

11:33:30 0:01:10
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Interpretation

Generates 2dEV, enlarges, observes for
about 20 sec
Generates 2dEV, puts next to 2dEV
Clicks on obj 15 on Av and sees it in 2dEV,
ﬁlters by Lifetime (9) in AV, clicks on Obj
46, observes for about 40 sec
Observes for some time Lifetime (9) (for
1.2 min),
Clears lifetime selection and observes for 2
min., writes answer (Q 1 complete)
Lifetime (10), observes for 30 sec, moves
next to other views
In AV (with lifetime (10) selected) clicks
on obj 2 and checks in 2dEV and 3dEV
Maximizes, clicks on obj 46
Checks obj 46, rotates to “top” view
Clears, selects Lifetimes (8-4), clicks on obj
111
Checks highlighted obj 111 in “top” view
-reads its location, writes answer (Q2 is
complete)
Clears, Lifetime (10) , Clears
For 2 min does nothing
Clears, mouse movement around temporal
clusters
Rotates from “top” view to “sideways” like
2dEV

Chapter B. Mouse movement logs

22

2dEV

11:35:00 0:01:30

23

AV+2dEV

11:43:06 0:08:06

Obj 2 was selected - observes for 10 sec,
clears selection
Uses the strategy: AV– Select by ObjID
(2-46-111), clicking on object highlights it
in 2dEV - reads locations, writes?
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